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This report forms one of several appendices which are the body of 
the Chesapeake Bay Baseline Data Acquisition Final Report. 
appendices are as follows: 
~endix I. A Chesapeake Bay Directory 
Appendix II. Submerged Aquatic Vegetation 
Appendix Ill. Toxics in the Cheasapeake Bay 
Appendix IV. Eutrophication 
Appendix V. Shellfish Bed Closures 
-~-----
_A~p~p_e_n_d_i_x __ V_l_. Dredging and Spoil Disposal 
Appendix VII. Modification of Fisheries 
Appendix VIII. Hydrologic Modifications 
_A~p~p_e_n_d_i_x __ I_X. Wetlands Alteration 
_A~p~p_e_n_d_i_x ___ X. Effects of Boating and Shipping 
on Water Quality 
_A~p~p_e_n_d_i_x _ X_I_. Shoreline Erosion 
This report comprises three sections as follows: 
Annex I. contains scientists presently engaged 
-----
in research in this field. 
-4-
These 
Annex II. is an indexed listing of data files 
pertinent to the Chesapeake Bay and adjacent coastal 
states. 
Annex III. summarizes the monitoring efforts as 
derived from Annex II. 
The source material for appendices IV-XI includes minimal 
material based on interviews, field work and verification. Efforts 
were directed to determining researchers and their activities from "A 
Chesapeake Bay Directory" only. For each of the eight subject areas, 
a key word list was also formulated and the respective pertinent data 
files compiled from the Environmental Data Base Directory. These 























Directory of Researchers 
Dredging and Spoil Disposal 
This "Directory of Researchers" contains a listing of scientists 
who are presently working in this field, their affiliations and their 
specific research activities. The information was compiled from "A 
Chesapeake Bay Directory" by A. McErlean et al. which was published as 
a partial fulfillment of this contract. 
For researchers and research activities in other national and 
international areas the reader is referred to the "International 
Directory of Marine Scientists," issued by the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations in 1977. Copies of this directory 
are available at the following locations: 
EPA Region III 
Chesapeake Bay Program Office 
Curtis Building 
6th and Walnut Streets 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
Chesapeake Research Consortium 
1419 Forest Drive 
Suite 207 
Annapolis, MD 21403 
University of Maryland, Center for Environmental and 
Estuarine Studies 
ATTN: Karen Rutledge 
P. O. Box 775 
Horn Point Rd. 
Cambridge, MD 21613 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
ATTN: Thomas Lochen 






















Directory of Researchers 
Dredging and Spoil Disposal 
Bender, M. E. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Benfield, E. F. 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University 
Biggs, R. B. 
University of Delaware 
Birkner, F. B. 
University of Maryland 
Boesch, D. F. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Boon, J. D., III 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Byrne, R. J. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Cargo, D. G. 
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, 
University of Maryland 
Casey, J. F. 
Fisheries Administration, 
Maryland Department of Natural 
Resources 
Castagna, M. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Dauer, D. M. 
Old Dominion University 
Water quality criteria for 
aquatic life - Chesapeake 
Bay. 
Aquatic ecology, pollution 
effects. 
Dredging and spoil disposal. 




dynamics of coastal inlets. 
Beach erosion studies, 
sediment processes. 




fill on fish - Chesapeake 
Bay. 
Natural history of mollusks. 
Ecology of marine benthic 
invertebrates. 
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Diaz, R. J. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Gross, M. G. 
Chesapeake Bay Institute, 
The Johns Hopkins University 
Gucinski, H. 
Anne Arundel Community College 
Haven, D. S. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Hedgepeth, M. Y. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Hiegel, M. H. 
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, 
University of Maryland 
Hoffman, J. F. 
United States Naval Academy 
Huggett, R. J. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Johnston, M. 
Horn Point Environmental 
Laboratories, 
University of Maryland 
Kennedy, V. S. 
Horn Point Environmental 
Laboratories, 
University of Maryland 
Kraeuter, J. N. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Lee, H. 
Horn Point Environmental 
Laboratories, 
University of Maryland 
-4-
Invertebrate ecology. 
Sediments and wastes in 
coastal and ocean environ-
ments - Chesapeake Bay. 
Ocean dumping. 





Pollution of the water 
column over dredge disposal 
areas. 
Heavy metals, pesticides, 
oil pollution, water 
quality criteria - Chesapeake 
Bay. 
Recolonization patterns 
in areas altered by dredging 
and spoil disposal -
Chesapeake Bay. 
Benthic ecology - Chesapeake 
Bay. 
Invertebrate ecology. 





















Mangum, C. P. 
College of William and Mary 
Matta, J. F. 
Old Dominion University 
Merriner, J. V. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Molli ck, R. S. 
Christopher Newport College 
Mountford, N. K. 
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, 
University of Maryland 
Orth, R. J. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Pfitzenmeyer, H. T. 
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, 
University of Maryland 
Pierce, S. K. 
University of Maryland 
Schubel, J. R. 
State University of New York, 
Stony Brook, New York 
Serafy, D. K. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Simmons, G. M., Jr. 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University 
Van Engel, W. A. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Wass, M. L. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
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Invertebrate biology under 
stress conditions. 
Ecology and systematics of 
aquatic invertebrates. 
Ecology of estuarine fishes. 
Benthic invertebrate ecology. 
Benthic invertebrates -
Chesapeake Bay. 
Submerged aquatic vegetation -
Chesapeake Bay. 
Benthic invertebrate ecology -
Chesapeake Bay. 
Physiological and biochemical 
interactions between marine 
invertebrates and their 
environments. 
Man's impact on estuarine 
sedimentation. 
Benthic ecology. 
Aquatic ecology, pollution 
effects. 
Biology of crustacea. 
Benthic ecology. 
Woodin, S. 
The Johns Hopkins University 
Ziegler, J.M. 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science 
Benthic ecology. 









I ANNEX II 
I Data Files 


































The data files included in this section are arranged by EDBD 
accession number. This number should be used in inquiries to EDBD or 
in specific citations of files. However, for the purposes of this 
report, these files were assigned unique page numbers. 
Files of areas adjacent to the Chesapeake Bay such as North 








EiwiROr.MEr-.T1\- DATA ii\DEX 
THE ENCLOSED LISTING IS A SELECTION OF FILE DESCRIPTIONS FRa~ THE 
ENDEX SYSTEM. ITS PURPOSE rs TO GUIDE uS::RS WITH RE',:v[REMEt-.TS FOR 
HISTORICAL ENVIRONMENTAL OATA TO HOLDERS OF THESE DATA. 
THIS OUTPUT WAS SELECTED FROM lHE ENTIRE FILE BASED ON CERTAIN 
CRITERIA SPECIFIED BY THE L.:SER. THESE CRITERIA ARE REPEATED BELO\~: 
EDBD 
THE OUTPUT IS IN TWO PARTS. FIRST rs A LISTING OF ALL THE EDBD'S 
SELECTED, PRINTED IN ID NUMBER ORDER. AT THE BACK QF EACH OUTPUT MAY BE 
A CROSS-INDEX, LISTING SUCH THINGS AS WHICH FILE DESCRIPTIONS DESCRIBE 
DATA COLLECTED ON EACH PLATFORM TYPE, O, ~H!CH FILE DESCRIPTIONS HAVE 
DATA IN EACH GRID LOCATOR. THIS Sf CT ION ;•,ILL VARY DEPENDING ON THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE USER. THE ID N~MBEM IS IN THE U~~ER LEFT CORNER 
OF EACH FILE DESCRIPTION. THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXPL~~ATION OF FIELDS 
ON EACH PAGE. 
FILE NAME -- TOP CENTER OF PAGE. IDENTIFIED BY DATA HOLDER. ALSO, 
TIME RANGE OF DATA COLLECTION. 
PROJECTS -- LIST OF PROJECTS UNDER WHICI! DATA COt-.TAINED IN FILES ~AY 
HAVE BEEN COLLECTED. 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA -- BEGINS WITH CD~TINENT OR OCEAN IN WHICH DATA 
WERE COLLECTED AND DESCRIBES SMALLEi, ~ND SMALLER AREAS TP GIVE 
USER A GENERAL AREA OF DATA COLL[ClION. 
ABSTRACT -- CONTAINS GENERAL INFOR'JA.TION ABOUT WHY THE DATA WERE COLLECTED 
AND WHERE, METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND PERTI~ENT CONCLUSIONS. 
DATA AVAILABILITY -- CONTAINS RESTRICTIONS ON DATA USE, IF BLANK IT 
MEANS THERE ARE NO KNO~N RESTR!CflONS . 
PLATFORM TYPES -- LIST OF TYPES OF PLATJORMS (IF ANY) USED TO COLLECT 
DATA. 
ARCHIVE MEDIA --. MEDIA ON WHICH DATA ARI: STORED AND A. ROUGH ESTil'IIATE 
OF THE SIZE OF THE FILE, 
FUNDING -- ORGANIZATION FUNDING THI- DAT,\ COLLECTION ( IF KNOWN). 
INVENTORY -- WHEN DETAILED [NFORMAf!ON ON STATION LOCATIONS, COUNTS OF 
OBSERVATIONS/SAMPLES, ETC. ARE AVAILABLE, IT WILL BE DENOTED HERE. 
PUBLICATIONS -- PUBLICATIONS RESULTJr1G FRC~ THIS DATA SET (LIST IS SO~ETIMES 
CONDENSED). 
CONTACT -- NAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER OF PERSON TO CONTACT TO OBTAIN 
FURTHER INFORMATION OR ACTUAL COPIE~ OF DATA. 
GRID LOCATOR -- A SERIES OF NUMBERS US! D TO MAKE GEOGRAPHIC RETRIEVAL 
POSSIBLE ON A COMPUTER. LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE APE COMBINED HHO 
A SINGLE NUMBER. THE WORLD MElfOhOLOGICAL ORGANIZATION (W~Ol 
CODE IS USED TO IDENTIFY AREAS WHEAL DATA WERE COLLECTED. THIS 
MAY BE A 4,6,8, OR 10 DlGIT NU,'.BER llEPENDING ON \•JHETHER THE DATA 
HOLDER CHOSE TO IDENTIFY AREAS DJWN TO 10-DEGREE SQUARES OF 
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE QR TO 1-DEG11E.E. 10-MINUTE, 1JR 1-MINUTE SQUARES, 
FOR A 4-DIGIT GRID LOCATOR THE NuMBf RS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
DIGIT 1 -- QUADRANT OF WORLD: 1=NE, 3=SE, 5=SW, 7=NW. 
DIGIT 2 -- TENS DIGIT OF LATITUGE. 
DIGITS 3/4 -- HUNDREDS AND TENS DIGITS OF LONGITUDE. 
THUS 7408 WOULD BE THE 10-DEGREE SOUMRE OF WHICH THE POINT 40N AND 
080W IS THE LOWER RIGHT HAND COP~[R. 
FOR A SIX DIGIT NUB~ER. DIGITS 5 ANO o REPRESENT THE UNITS DIGITS 
OF LATITUDE AND LO~GITUDE. THUS 74C8~5 WOULD IDENTIFY THE 
1-DEGREE SQUARE OF 42N AND OH5W, 
WITH AN B-DIGIT NUMBER. 74082534 REPRESENTS THE SCUARE AT 42-DEGREES, 






- - - - - - - - - - - - -
THE SMALLEST 4REA IDENr1FlED Itl THE ~,STEM IS A 1-MINUi SQU~RE, 
OR A 10-DIGIT GRID LOCATOR (E.G., ~4C8253415 IS 42-DEGRESS 
31-MINUTES NORTH 4~0 085-DEGijESS, 45-MINUTES WEST). 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION -- THIS PCRTION OF THE FILE DESCRIPTION· 
CONTAINS A LIST OF PARAMETERS W(ASURED, THE SPHERE IT WAS MEASURED 
IN, THE METHODS USED AND THE UNITS OF ~EASUREMENT. IN ADD[TION, 
SUCH INFORMATION AS THE NuMBER OF ~E4SURE~ENTS OF EACH PARAMrTER 
-
AND THE FREQUENCY (IF REGuLARLi SPACED; ARE REPORTED. A SPEC!ALIZED ENDEX 
VOCABULARY IS AVAILABLE DEFINING THL PARAMETER, SPHERE, ANJ ~ETHOD TERMS 
USED. 
QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS OUTPUT SHOULD BE RELAYED TO THE NODC 
OCEANOGRAPHIC SERVICES BRA~CH (202) 634-7500 OR TO THE DATA INDEX BRANCH 
(202) 634-7299, 






GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
EVAL0P!ON OF CHANM!:.L{.";,,1( ~cFE·::Ts ON ·.:· .. ·,TIC riAU[fA, 
DATA COLLECTED: JULY 1 ·,73 ',-:· ::ORESENT 
NORTH ATLANTIC, U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, COASTAL, ~ARYLANO. £A~/~~~ SHORE 
ABSTRACT: 
C PAGE 01 
RECEivEo: JANUARY 01, 1976. 
EXTENSIVE D~TA BASE ON 19 CHANNELIZED STREA',!S 1',CLIJDI:~G :t,;-(.;:.. ."~E~':STRY, ''·='lTH05. ,-,:Je, FIS~ES. COMPARISONS ACROSS STREAMS BASED 
UPON Tl',1E SlNCE. C'HAc<t,ELIZEO. OETERMlNATlON '.}F RE,:,OVERY : r•;E t.,·,:_; SE~UENCE ::-- J'.CTA ,\:;:; CHEMICAL FAC·TORS. 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 




2 STANDARD FILE DRAjERS 
Ft.,NDING: 




W.R. CARTER 301-2G7-5361 
MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
TAWES STATE OFFICE BLILDING. 
ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND USA 21401 
GRID LOCATOR (L~T): 
730785 730786 730796 





















METHOD UN r rs 
FIXED POINT MAr 
STATION TI~E YMOHL 
THERMISTOR DEG C 
CONDUCTIVITY PAi'ITS PER 
THOUSANQ 
e-n~,..T t:'1",... ... n .. t 
.;;Jf"L\,,,lrL\.,, J.UPt PARTS PER 
ELECTRODE MILLION 
COLORIMETRY PARTS PER 
MILLION 
SPECIFIC ION PH uNlTS 
ELECTRODE 
COLORIMETRY PM rs PER 
MIL LI Qt~ 
'):i, TA A MOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH . REMARKS 
0 IO O O O O O •• 0 0 0 • 0 0. 0 ............... .............. . ............... 
.. ~ .:8 STf,ii:r~is 
,- :3 ST,\TJ,,Ns 
·, 296 os·; 2 T U,IES PER SURFACE AND BECKMAN RS-5 
~1mir n BOTTOM 
1296 OBS 2 r IMES PER SURFACE AND BECKMAN RS-5 
MON1H BOTTOM 
' .... ,f""\,:'- nn.::: 
• '- '::'J J UO--' r, "T T fl.~ I: t" n t"" r") .c , J.l'IIL...J r c.n SURFACE ANO YSI MODEL 54 
,'1.0,HH BOTTOM 
1296 OBS 2 T I,\1E5 PER SURFACE AND HACH KIT TE ST 
MONTH BOTTOM 
1 ~ C\:=-;!._ .... ~ OBS 2 TIMES PER SURFACE ANO BECKMAN LAB 
MCrJTH BOTTOM MODEL 





- - - - - - - - - - -
OOC256 ( EVAL-ATJON ::= c.~:~'Jt.E.Li :.T 1( : ": _: T 5 IJ~J 
?AR:.M~T[~ IDENTIFICATION SECTICN: 
~A~E SPHERE METHCS ~NI'S ~!T; AVDU~T 
HARo·;cs ~ATER EDTA T!TR.'-- ::n :J,'. -\ - s ,-,':~ ~ :. 3 03 
·q :.L: =~ 
TOTAL A~KALI~ITY WATER TITRATION p :. -- .,.. (_) :OE~ .. -(-,,.) :) s ' 
r.~ ~ . 1- I G1-J 
LIGHT ATTENUAT!O WATER SPECTRQPHOT~:ETRY µ,:·f TS :)[; . ~ ~·5 CB-
N :.; 1 ~ L rm, A. 
S! ~; '.:~N 
D rr __ \: ~E 
S!:CCHI DISC ,~AT ER AVER ACE DE• T..; 0 ?~ 1 r~iE T !::. "". • = 01~. 83 
v E ;::TH 
D::PTH .-!,HER 1,o, I RE LENGTri FE:Cf . ~· :?S ·Js: 
BOTTOM TYPE C:OOTTOM VISUAL st.. J'J' r.~1..JU, 1' ., OJ· 
'.:, ,:_ I L. I,': I " 
BA THYMC:T RY 1:ATER LEAD lll'lE c..?i::.- ):.., '~i:CT ;r, '~- ..., oa, 
~·- ·_ .\ HJ S ' T 
.-JEIGHT OF COTTOM ~iET WEIGHT ?ER :iQ FT : l\ :.. , C OB 
8ENTH; C PLANTS Ti- ~\~"S~CT 
COUNT :-JF BOTTOM VISUAL i~JT:_nCE?TE :.: •1 ,) 05; 
BENTHIC PLANTS 1r~:.H~S C'N 
TR.,.,SECT 
CURRENT SPEED WATER IMPELLOR METER Ff :,Ei'< SEC ,•,:) ':, ~;: Qt:3'·_, 
COU"-JT CJF GOTTOM VISUAL '4-Jt:7,\01: NU',"·'1f R :,.;(, OB, 
BENTHIC ?[~, ~~EA 
M:ll'v'.A, S 
TAXONO',il C LI ST BOTTOM KEY ~L•r/ :~ER PER : ..:o as; 
OF 13E~lTHIC Gl-~J:JS 
ANIMALS 
COM'."UN i TY BOTTOM CALCULATED Rr,:,,< ANALY !S 5.J OBS 
ST~UCTURE 
Ar,.,ALY5IS 
SPECIES /JATER KEY t;t;:-:1' ~ PE'? OB; 
DETER'.iI~ATI:J'., S ;-,~ C ! E3 c 1, 
OF DE ,~ERSAL /H,f A, SPE . r ~) 
FISH Li~T 
SPECIES ,-ATER KEY r ~:,~.,ti r r< PER :, os· 
DET ER',q NATI ON of-'c.C ! ES P' :i 
OF PELAGIC An :_A., SPE, '. ES 
FISH LIST 
COU~JT '.JF '1/ATER VISUAL i-.\,'[;;;.,IJE NU '1ER -- CB'o 
- ' 
DE~.'ER~·;,L FISH r:-c.~ AREA 
COU:, T '.JF ·,•/ATER VISUAL A ii~;< f. GE NU r, I q ':.:7 os~ 
PELAGIC FISH PE~ AREA 
C0'.,1MUN IT Y ',\ATER CALCULATED RA~,K ANALY' lS 27 06:i 
STRlJCTu:,E 
ANALYSIS' 
LENGTH' OF 'NATER TOTAL LENGTH MILLIMETER, :c: C 0 06c; 
DEr,iERSAL FISH 
WEIGHT OF \l:ATER \~ET v/E IGHT GRA·'.'.S : :C·J OB> 
DEMER SAL FISH 
A~C r"\A.TT~II""": nt: 1.iATC'O C:f'A I ~<: vr: '\~C. ::.-r11 n::ic. 
'" T • -
'..... - "-' 
- - - - - - -
H~E~·~~~ : C01'T.) ( PAGE 02 
"REC. Et;CY HE iGHT /DEPTH REMARKS 
~ ' 
·., :·. T ,.i 
•, '. 
·,:,...: ~' - r-1 
2 ~- i. ~,ES 





2 . >: t ~ 
·,--::-,1 :T ;; 
:,, r i : ._- _; 
:.':]'. 'h 
2 r I~~ LS 
: l I~,~E::) 
2 T F,'.ES 
2 r r ·:Es 







S lJR FACE t.t,cl 









ST RE A '.,1 PRC F I LE 
SAMPLE EVERY 
THIRD FOOT ON 
TRANSECT 





GRAB, 1 SAMPLE 
PER TRANSECT 
SMALL PETER-SEN 










All GAME FISHES 
All GAME FISHES 




000256 ( EVALUATION OF CHAN:,E:..IiATI( :-FEc:s JN ~:U,\TJC rlA~ITA~ \CONT.) ( 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 












DATA COLLECTED: JANUARY ~956 TO DECEMBER 1968 
PROJECTS: 
SPOIL DI~?OSAL IN UP~ER CHESAPEAKE SAY 
GENERAL GEOGRtPHIC AREA: 
~SRTH ATLANTIC. U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ABSTRACT: 
- - - - - - -
~ PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: JANUARY 15, 1974 
TO DETE~~INE THE EFFECTS ON THE 9ENTHOS OF CHANNEL DREDGING AND OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL, STATIONS IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~ERE SOTTO~ SA~PLED FOR BENTHIC ANIMALS AND SEDI~ENT. 
(CATA AV:ALASLE IN REPORTS TO BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE, US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. SPECIES DIVERSITY, 





REPC1TS; DATA SHEETS 
SE~ERAL REPORTS AND SEVERAL FILES OF DATA SHEETS 
FUNDING: 
INVENTORY: 
PUBLIC AT IONS: 
CONT.\CT: 
.. ~fES T. PFIT2EtJMEYER 301 326 428i 
oAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
:~ONS MARYLAND USA 20688 
GRID LOCATOR \LAT): 
730795 
PARA~ETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
.. 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
POSITIO:, EARTH FIXED POINT MAP LOCATION 


















( 4) ( > ( ~ 000295 BENTHOS (CONT.) PAGE 02 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 




SIZE ANALYSIS SEDIMENT SIEVE PERCENT SAND, 120 OBS SE::>rnENT 






OPE RAT ION 
COUNT OF BOTTOM VISUAL NUM3ER OF 710 OBS QUARTERLY OR 
BENTHIC INDIVIDUALS BIM;:JNTHLY 
ANI:,1ALS & 
SPECIES BOTTOM KEY SPECIES 710 OBS QUARTERLY OR 
DET ER:,11 NAT I ON BIMONTHLY 
OF BENTHIC 
ANH:.,' LS 
ORGANIC CARBO'I SEDIMENT ASH WEIGHT PERCE'IT ORGANIC 13 OBS SA"'1PLES OF 
CARBON FIRST FIVE 
CENTIMETERS OF 
SEDir.1ENT WERE 




SALIN! TY WATER CONDUCTIVITY PARTS PER 500 OBS SURFACE SELECTED 
THOUSAND STATIONS 
TEMPERATURE WATER THERMISTOR DEGREES 500 OBS SURFACE ,SELECTED 
CENTISRADE STATIONS 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- --·· -- -·--·----------·---------------------·---------------
~ ., 
-
000296 PHYTOPL~,KTON PAGE 01 
DATA COLLECTED: NOVEMBER 1965 TO NOVEMBER 1967 RECEIVED: JANUARY 15, 1974 
PROJECTS: 
SPOIL DISPOSAL IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE SAY 
GENERAL G~OGRAPHIC AREA: 
NOQTH ATLANTIC, U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ABSTRACT: 
PHYTJ~Lt",KTON PRODUCTIVITY, CHLCQC~HYLL A, AN~ LIG~T TRA~SPARENCY WERE MEASURED AT 29 STATIO~S IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY FOR 
T~O YEAPS. 0SJECTIVES WERE TO ASCE;TAIN ANY DIRECT GROSS EFFECTS OF DREDGING ANO SPOIL DISPOSAL ON PHYTOPLANKTON AND TO 
PROVIDE SAC~GRJUND DATA FCQ PREDICTION OF EFFECTS OF FUTURE DISPOSAL. 
(DATA AVAILA3LE IN NUMEROUS REPORTS TO BUREAU OF SPORT FISYERIES AND WILDLIFE, US DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR) 
DATA:. '.:.r:.:.sILITY: 
PL:.'fi.... ,,-~S: 
F: • ED ST ,HI ON 
ARCHIVE r,,ED! A: .. 
REPORTS; DATA SHEETS 










' ,.... .., 't 
DAVID A FLEMER 301 326 4281 
CH~SAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
SdtO~ONS MARYLAND USA 20688 
~ Gq • ·. • :1 , -']q (LAT) : / Jt, ,,(, 
·,, 
'I 
'PARAY>ETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME I SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
....... ;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
FOS!TIO~ EARTH 
TIME EARTH 
~IGHT ATTENUATIO WATER 
N I 






FIXED POINT MAP LOCATION 
STATION T1~E YMD 
IN SITU EXTINCTION 
TRANSMISSOMETER COEFFICIENTS 
AVERAGE DEPTH METERS 
































PAGE 02 000296 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
CHLOROPHYLL A WATER FLUQROMETRY MG PER M3 5000 OBS BIWEEKLY SURFACE TO BOTT0\1 
FROM APRIL 













COC297 GECLCGY A~: HYDROGRAPHY 
DATA COLLECTED: NOVE~SER 1965 TO JANUARY 1967 
PROJECS: 
SPOIL DISPOSAL IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GE~ERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 




RECEIVED: JANUARY 15, 1974 
-- -~ERtT~RE, SALINITY AND PARTICULATE ~ATTER OBSERVATIONS WERE OBTAINED AT BIWEEKLY INTERVALS FRO~ TWENTY-EIGHT STATIONS IN 
0
~ER C~ESAPEAKE SAY FOR USE I~ VEASURI~G THE SOURCES AND FATE OF SUSPENDE~ YATERIALS. INTENSIVE SA~PLING WAS CONDUCTED 
._ ~ER:CDS OF DREDGED SPOIL D!SPOSAL. 
1:~ ~G~EROvS REPORTS TO BUPEL~ OF SPQqT FISHERIES ANJ WILDLIFE, US DEPART~ENT OF THE INTERIOR. BOTTOM SEDIMENT DATA PROVIDED 
BY CORFS OF EN~INEERS FRO~ DEPTH SURVEYS 4 AND 180 DAYS AFTER COMPLETION OF DISPOSAL IN DUMPING AREA, 1966) 
DATA AV~ILAB!LITY: 
PLATFOR:,1 TYPES: 
F I X ED S TA T IO~J 
ARCHIVE ~EDIA: 
REPORTS 





R03ERT B SIGGS 301 326 4281 
CH~SAPEAKE BID~OGICAL LA30RATORY 
NATURAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE 
SIJLO:t.ONS f11ARYLAND USA '20688 
GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
7-:._·, 796 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NA~E SPHERE METHOD UNITS 
.................................................... 
POSITION EARTH FIXED POINT MAP LOCATION 
TI~E EARTH STATION TIME YMD 
SALINITY WATER TITRATION PARTS PER 
THOUSAND 
TEMPERATURE WATER THERM:STOR DEG C 
.. 
DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 
28 STATIONS 




2500 OBS BIWEEKLY THREE ~·ETER 
INTERVALS, 
SURFACE 7:l 
sor T O',i AT EACH 
STATION 
2500 065 BIWEEKLY THREE ~.'EHR 
' • 
It 
('! () ( _) 
0:)0297 GEOLOGY AND H\DROGRAPHY (CONT.) PAGE 02 
P,'.,RAMETER I DE'.'.TIFICATION SECT ION! 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 

























BO TT or~ ; 0 • 2 U 
FILTER USED 









AT 30 SECOND 
INTERVALS. 







- - - - - - - - - - -
) J 
000299 ZCO;:>LANKTON 
DATA COLLECTED: AUGUST 1966 TO JULY 1968 
P::;OJECTS: 
S:O:JIL DIS:>:J:.· .. ·:::,::R CHESAPEAl\t SAY 
.:RAL GEOGRA?YIC AREA: 
~O;TH ATLANTIC, U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, COVE POINT TO TURKEY POINT 
AgSTRACT: 
- - - - - - -
"' 
PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: JANUARY 15, 1974 
STANDING CROPS OF ZOC:>LANKTCN WERE MEAS~REO AT NI~E STATIONS IN THE ~oqTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY. DATA WAS GATHERED TO DESCRIBE 
s:orA A~) ECCLOG!CAL DYNA~:cs OF THE REGION AND TO DETE?MI~E GPOSS EFFECTS OF DREDGING ANO OVERBOARD SP:JIL DISPOSAL. 
(DATA AVAILABLE IN NU~EROUS PE:>GRTS TO BUREAU OF S:>ORT FIS~ERIES ANO WILDLIFE, US DEPARTMENT OF THE IN~ERlOR IN ADDITION TO 
OBLIQUE TOWS, MACRODLA~KTON SAM?LING A~D VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION TOWS WERE CARRIED OUT DURING PARTS OF THE STUDY) 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 
PLATFOR',, TY?ES: 
F ! • D ST AT I C:-.J 
ARCHIVE :,1EDIA: 
REPORTS; DATA SHEETS 





FRANK GOODWYN, JR 301 326 4281 
CH~SADEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
NATU~Al RESOURCES INSTITUTE 
SCLO~O~S MARYLAND USA 20688 
GRID LOCATOR !LAT): 
73C786 730796 
PARA~ETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
.. 
NA~E SPHERE METHOJ UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH RE~ARKS 























MIDDLE OF THE 














ZOOPLANKTON (CONT.) ( ~ PAGE 02 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
SPECIES WATER 






































- - - - - - - - - - -
) ~ 
000300 FISH EGGS A,D LARVAE 
DATA COLLECTED: ~AY 1966 TO ~OJE~BER 1968 
PROJECTS: 
SPJIL DISPOSAL IN UPPER CHESAPEA~E BAY 
GENERAL GEOGRA~~!C AREA: 
NCqTH ATLANTIC, U.S., CHES~PEA~E BAY 
A3STRACT: 
- - - - - - -
~ 
PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: JANUARY 15, 1974 
E~~S. LARVAE AND JUVEN LES OF ESTUARINE FISHES WERE SAM?L~D B1&EEKLY, AT FOURTEEN UPPER CHESAPEAKE SAY STATIONS, OVER A TWO 
YEAR PER!CD. THE PURPO E c= THE INVESTIGATION WAS TO DESC~!BE CRGA~ISM ABUNDANCE, DISTRIBUTION AND MOVE~ENT AND TO MONITOR ANY 
POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF DR D3!'G AND S~JIL DISPOSAL ACTIV!TiES. 











Wl~LIAM L DOVEL 301 326 4281 
CHESAPEAKE B!DLOGICAL LABORATORY 
NATURAL RESOUR~ES INSTITUTE 
SOLO~ONS ~ARYLAND USA 20668 
GRID LOCATOQ (LAT): 
730796 730795 
PARA~ETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 













































FISH EGGS AND 
LARVAE ONLY; 
CNE-W,ETER 
P L >. '\ KT Dr~ N ET 
T01,S 
F!SH ECGS AND 
LAR'JAE ONLY; 
CNE-t'.'.ETER 








PARAMETER IDE~TIFICATION SECTION! 
~,1 .l.:t.E SPHERE METHOD 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. 
TH1PERATURE WATER THERM!STOR 
SALINITY WATER CONDUCTIVITY 
COUNT OF WATER VISUAL 
PELA3IC FISH 
SPECI!::S WATER KEY 
C ET ER:,! I NATION 
OF PELAGIC 
•ISH 
LE ~.G TH OF WATER TOTAL LENGTH 
PELAGI.:: FISH 
(J ~ 
FISH E~GS A~D LARVAE (CONT.) PAGE 02 
UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REf-'ARKS 
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . .............. .............. . ............... 
DEG C 1600 OBS B!WEEKLY SURFACE AND 
50TT0\1 
PARTS PER 1600 OBS BIWEEKLY SURFACE AND 
THOUSANO BOTTC',1 
NUF,16E:, OF 1600 OBS BIWEEKLY SURFACE AND LARVAE AND 
INDIVIDUALS BDTTO'II JUVENILES 
NUfl19ER OF 1600 OBS BIWEEKLY SURFACE AND LARVAE AND 
SPECIES BOTTO'II JUVENILE:5 











DATA COLLECTED: ~UGUST 1955 TO JULY 1968 
PROJECTS: 
SPJIL or~POSAL IN UP~ER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 




REC EI VEO: JANUARY 01, 1 976 
TEN STAT:CNS IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY WERE SAMPLED MONlHLY BY OTTER TRAWL TO DETER~INE COMPOSITION OF ADULT FISH FAUNA, AND 
TO DETER~I~E ANY GROSS BENEFIT TO FISH BIOTA BY DREDGING ~R SPOIL DISPOSAL ACTJVITIES. 
(D~TA AVAILABLE IN N~MEROUS REPORTS TO BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE. DATA INCLUDED FROM PERIODIC DRIFT AND ANCHOR 





R ~ORTS; DATA SHEETS 
S :ERAL REPORTS 
FUNDING: 




CRJNIN, L.E, R.B. B:GGS, D.A. FLAMEE, H.T. PFI!ZEN~GES, J.M. O'DELL, F. GOODWYN,JR., W.L. COREL, AND D.E. RlCHIE,JR., 1970, 
F!~AL REDORT TO THE U.S. B~REAU CF SPORT F1SHERIES AND WILDLIFE UNDER CONTRACT 14-16-0005-2096 ON PROJECT: GROSS PHYSICAL AND 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS CF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSA~ IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. NRI SPEC. REPORT 3, 66P. 
CONTACT: 
DOUG RITCHIE 301 326 4281 X20 
CHESAPEA~E BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
SO~O~JNS ~ARYLA~D USA 20688 
Gqro LOCATOq {LAT): 
730796 730795 































DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . ............. .. ' ............. 
, 0 STATIONS 
350 oss MONTHLY 
350 OBS MONTHLY OTTER TRAWLING 
350 DBS MONTHLY OTTER TRAWL ING 




FI 5t1 (CONT. ) 
( 
PAGE 02 · • .::301 
PARA~ETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 






. .. :.GIC 
WATER KEY SPECIES N!JM3ER 350 OBS MONTHLY OTTER TRAWLING 
.. 






3ENERAL GEOGPAPH;: AREA: 
I~VESTIGATIONS CF THE E~-,c· ~~ 
/ 
. ..{ 
___ -...,r"E c= '-:.:-:.---: .. ~~1 F·J~~ ~-1E HAMPTON 
qokD~ an:_ ..::--r:'"'·~~~E~ 
DAT:, COLLEC'EL': ~jd\JL;~;l 1~ _, ;c :EcEr~,aE~ 1?.5•.) 
U.S., CJ,\ST: ... , NORTH 4TLAI\.TIC, CHESAP:_;.\E BAf, ,,:;'.,It.IA, ·wr,' ·c,, :-.Q.\c!S 
ABSTRACT: 
( PAGE O I 
RECEIVED: MAY 16, 1973 
THE EFFECT ON OYSTER CULTURE (CRASSOS'.P~,\ V'.f;SI;;;c:..; CF .:hES_.:·:.:; FC:R;... 2R':.c:=.·Tc,·:«EL :~-i THE. CHESAPEAKE BAY. ONE OF 2 STATIOI\S 
WERE SA~PLED BIWEEKLY FOR 46 MONTHS. C~TA APPEAµs IN VI·~, SPE::aL SCIENTI~i: RE~GRT ~o 12 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 
OPEN FILE, COST OF REPROQUCTION 










VIMS SPECI~L SCIENTirrc REPORT NO 12 
CONTACT: 
L!BRARIAN 703-642-2111 
VIRGINIA IN~TITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
GLOUCESTER POINT VIRGINIA USA 23062 
GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
730766 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
WI.ME SPHERE METHOD Ul\.iTS ::J:,TA A'.;OUN: >-fd:.%!.:NCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
• o o o o • • • o e o o o • o o '0 o 1' 0 • 0 • 0 • o o o o o o o • • 0 o O o o • • o o • o o '• • • • '• • • o • • o o • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • o • o O o o O O O o o o o O o • 0 o o o IO o o O I• o O O O O • • o O O o 
POSITION EARTH FIXED POINT 
TIME EARTH STAT ION TI:iE 
MORT All TY OF !30TTOM VISUAL 
BENTHIC 
ANIMALS 




f."AP LOCATI...:;, L 
YMDL i ·='~ 
PE;".-CENT OF • '.'>0 
TC r AL 
AR 8 I TR ARY . , ~' I TS 1SO 
ST~TIONS Q~J[: SIATION 
C:VE';y TWO 
,\'£.U1~ 


















000769 (- INVESTIGATIONS 
PARAM~fE~ IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
OF THE EFFECT ON cvs~(_ :~LTURE OF C~EDGI~~ FOR "HE HAMPTON 
ROADS Bl<l!),'c.-Tt..;i,;NEL 
(CONT.} ( PAGE 02 
NAM~ SPHERE METHOD UNITS C~TA A~OUNr FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
SPECIES 
OE TER".' I NA Tl ON 
OF BENTHIC 
ANIMALS 
BOTTOM KEY Nt..',o1E 150 OB'-, ON~ STATION 
[v[c, TWO 
WEEKS 






- - - - - - - - - - - - -
000823 ( ENVIRONM['.JTAL l',1PA:r OF PR: ,;,c{ '.:_'<fi,A ~Ny_:,, ki\/f.:.P Sf,~,;:: PARK 
DATA COLLECTED: OCTC3LP 19 ~ -c OCTOBER ?~72 
PROJECTS: 
SENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
U.S., C'JASP:..., NORTH ATLANTIC, CHESAPE4KE G.\'!', J!RGINIA. '!ORI. ;::.EP., TAS1C~.\S CRE.E.K 
I\BSTRACT: 
- - - - -
( PAG':: 01 
RECEIVED: MAY 30, 1973 
B!Ol,'ASS AN~ ."INNUAL YIELD PER ACRE, SP'C!ES DETE_-,1~'.ATI'.)' 
CREEK, VIRGU.IA DURHJG OCTOBER 1972. ,",HER S,,:,'."t.ES ',,'ER 
:.,,o ':;:;·,, _E'IGTH ·:.,0 :;E P[CGR,,:Cl FQR BENTHIC PLANTS IN THE TASKINAS 
;,· .\L ;::c:"J :·CK SAL,',! T t' i'.7·,!.J ; ,~T ;.L Oi,GANIC CARBON, AND THE WATER 
TRANSPORT RArE OF THE C'?EEK WAS MEASU>iED. THE. r.::.:su._rs ;: TH:_ _,- _:,, ARE ~v :.r L.\f: _:: '.)'J C4T A SHEETS FROM VIMS I ALONG WITf:i 
CJ~MENTS ON WILDLIFE USEAGE. 











KENNETH MARCELLUS 703-642-2111 
VIRG1NIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
GLOUCESTER POINT VIRGINIA USA 23062 
GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
730776 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
POSITION EARTH FIXED POINT 
T !ME EARTH STAT ION TI:,11: 
SPECIES. LAND KEY 
DE T ER\1I NA Tl ON 
OF BEiHHIC 
PLANTS 
BIOMASS OF LAND DRY WEIGHT 
BENTHlC PLANTS 
YIELD OF LAND CROPPING 
SENrHIC PLANTS 
LENGTH OF LANO DIRECT 
BENTHIC PLANTS 
ORGANIC CARBON WATER WET COMBUSTION/ 
UN l TS D:i. TA Ar,101.;N T FP.EQJt:NCY HEIGHT /DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ................. 
i'.'Af' LOCATI:::, STt"'"!C1NS 
H::u:. 5g T IO"JS 
NJ:.1:,ER OF OBS MARSH PLANTS 
SP[C!ES PER 
MARSHLAND ~REA 
Tqw; ?ER ACqE 1 085 MARSH PLANTS 
TONS PER ACRE OBS MARSH PLANTS 
PER YEAR 
r,1E TERS OBS MARSH PLANTS 




0008~3 c· ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PR:JPO{ ",'.,.'.:({NA IN YC'<K RiVE.R STAt[ PARK (CONT.) ( PAGE ·0.2 
PARAMETER· IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNI TS 'CAT A Al\;QUNT fREQUE"4CY HEIGHT/OEP.TH. REMARl{S 
••••••••••••••••••• Ill ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INFRARED HOURLY CYCLES SAMPLED 
SPECTROMETRY SA~.1PLES PER 
TIDAL CYCLE 
SALINITY WATER CONDUCTIVITY PAR,S PER :3 063 FOURTEEN TWO TIDAL 
THOUS4NO HOURLY CYCLES SAMPLED 
SAMPLES PEA 
TIDAL CYCLE 
' WATER TRANSPORT WATER IMPELLOR METER CUBIC METERS 2 06'.3 TWO TIDAL 
PER TIDAL .CYCLES SAMPLED 
CYCLE 







3ENERAL GEOGRA;:;h:C AREA: 
-..- '> 1 ,,....,,.. V 
c.. ..... '-,1 ._l,.. ..J' - ~.iA;::··.r:: :·,:~~-.:-= _ _;,:...-E ~ 
JAT~ CJ~L~C·E~: ~~y 
.( 
. ·~ 
u.s .. c:: ... sT~L, ~~ORT:.1 :.,;:_~~iT!C, crESA;:>C~·l,:::: Bl", .. ~~l=~~r:... .... ~.-
A 8 ST RA :.; T : 
: : -.~ 5 -, .... ,... 
:. =:r-. ~; 
c.,: ... :s 
_'-....1' .. '1 I ::;:J: NI~ PAGE C1 
i,ECEIVED: JULY 2:. 1973 
SJ q \/ E Y : i\ T ~ E OCCUR~~'; CE ~~ \ J ABU~-- DAN(>- C· F F J 0 _ : ·• C :. :; ,:.. '.\ ~ C : :; =.: S.:.." - ~ -_ S ·'I • -' ~-~ESTOS TEST PLATES IN THE ~A~PTON 










SEASONAL occi~RRENCE OF EPIFAUNA ON TEST PANELS rr: H.:.~1Pc·: ;:.::; ."S. ','lRGINIA. 19.,7, I':i J cc:::r,NOL Ll'v1NOL 1 (3) 149-164. VI~1S 
TdESIS, DR CALDER, 1966 
CONTACT: 
L!FlRARI41; 804-642-2111 
v:~~I~IA iN5fITUTE JF ~ARINE SCIENCE 
GLOUCESTER PGINT ViRGIN!A USA 23062 
GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
7 30766 73077[_, 
PARAMETER '.DENTIFICATION SECTION: 





ANI IM LS 
SPECIES 
DETER'.11 NA TI ON 
OF 6E~THI C 














( ~/ j 1 
r\EL,..\TIVE 
A[,:;\D~~CE 
t,,~i: i:.P OF 
s:, CI ES Pi 
ST T ION P[,, 
Tl E 
" ... .Jl~~E ~ OF 
rt":,: v 1 ou AL s 
:.:. .... A ,.:,:~:JU,\;...-
: :· 
ST; ' i O', 




.·'Rf r;u:::•;cy HE IGf:iT /DEPTH REMARl{S 






AT 7 STATIONS 










001042 ( ECOLOGY OF MARINE INVERTEBRATE FClul 1( ,:RGANI Sf1'15 r:-. HAMP I ON ROAllS, \II RGINIA (CONT.) (- PAGE ·02 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE MEfHOO UNI7S DATA A~OUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
ANIMALS PER 155 C',1 SQ OF ?41'<ELS ASBESTOS TEST 
PANELS 
SPECIES BOTTOM KEY NUMCER OF 20 OBS MONTHLY FOUL! NG 
DETER\1I"NATION SPECIES prq INSPECTION ORGANISMS ON 
OF BENTHIC Si,\TION PER OF PANELS ASBESTOS TEST 
ANIMALS TIME PANELS 




C01031 • Q '"TIT'TI\1 E S~ )" (;~ - ·-•r -. ' ( ,.._ ,_, .... ,,. , ,,.., 1 L T ...J ., .. 1._ r...... • .• 
·i: .,;.. :..-SE:_,. 
CAT~ CJLLECi .): S.:LLY · o1 
PROJECTS: 
GE~ERA~ GEOG~ADrilC AREA: 
U , S • , C : ;:,. S T ,."., ~ , NO ti T -t >".. T L;,. ~, T l C , LC 'A E ~ ' ' , ' ::_ S ;.. ? E ~ r\ E.. ~-;... f , V I 
ABSTRACT: 
Qc!A'.JTIT.\T[VE Ar-.ALYS!S ANO SURVEY OFT·':: 3E:;-:-,-.:r: ;:,,:._:,i;.. :, 






4C PAGES; 34~1 SEDIMENT SA',1PLES FRO:~ 3C5 STAT I':'':-, PROCES .· 
FUNDING: 
INVENTORY: 
PUBLIC AT IONS: 
v:Ms THESIS. RB STJNE, 1963 
CONTACT: 
L:BRARIAN 804-642-2111 
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
GLOUCESTER POINT VIRGINIA USA 23062 
GRID LOCATOR 1LAT1: 
730776 730775 
PARAMETER !DENTIFICA7IO~ SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD :...'N'.1'..i 
POSITI:JN 


















SE TT LING/VISUAL 
VISUAL 
KEY 
r~:.\ ~, LGCA T 1- '. 
'r ./ \. 








'J :,; '; E P OF 
r·.- l\,i0U~ S 
P cc R S P EC I ,- ·, 
- ~_) ,\ . 
~ = : j\.~. 
- - - - - - - - -
~:: :,:... , - c . -,-; E·:,·HAS!S Ct,, ( PAGE v 1_ 
l. ' ' ' .=,-, 
: :, : - ·. :i6J RECE!\/ED: JULY 31, 1973 
_ -c::::.:: c.Ae,E ·,y i·':_ ' ,r· • µ. -<.L.,... CF A DREDGING ~~J D~MP!NG OPERATION 
- ~,DE KEL 1 7": ~).-, _,d:P~. 
- .: T:... :... '/'JL.;~T F~E~J~NCY HEIGHT/OEPTrl REMARKS 
-, "'~ 
~. ::: 
_· ..... :::.' 
·~ :: 
ST · ~ l '::1',··. 
s-;- :, ''. ,:_-.',S 
cs 
08'., 





0.067 CU METER 
PETERSON GRAB, 




001081 ( A QUANTITATIVE STUDf OF 6E';fH!C FA.JNA ( ,_Q.~ER CHESA' .:Af',E l3AY \~ITH E:\'lPHASIS ON (CONT.) 
AN!MAL-SEDI'.!.E~, "ELATIO:s!SH!f-'5 
( PAGE 02 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DAT4 AMOUNT FREQUt~CY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
ANIMALS 






Sf AT ION 













- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
r· .. 
~~•'' I ro,. .. -..,EN r: _ c.c:,...;";uL 1 ~ ~: rJ~.- ·, - 1 .. ~. ~,- ~ -- . ~0,·r. r~F•-ADEAKE BAY AND rJA,_,;: 01 
_ L : t •< 
DATA COLLt:CTEJ' uU>,c. • '.i. re, .ccc;::N7 RECEIVED: AUGUST 08, 1973 
PROJECTS: 
GENERAL ~EC~hMPHIC AREA: 
U •.,_, CUASTAL, NORTH ATLANTIC, LOWE'.'! CHESAPEAKE BAY, ,1,"G!NlA, ~, ..,:. ~·J BAY, !:LIZABETH RIVER 
ABS TRACT: 
SURVEY OF H(OROGRAPHIC AND BIOLOGICAL p·qA~ETERS OF LOWER CM~,~~c.~~E ,~v. L1~NH~~EN BAY AND ELIZABETH RIVER, VA, DATA 
COLLECTED IN CONJUNCTION WITH CONTRACT ,J:,, FOk ("',nncroR'.; A:·,.:l LA' 0 :~ YELOPER5 
~ATA AVAILABILITY: 







?UBL [CAT IONS: 
CONTACT: 
PAUL KIRK 804-489-n~:j 
llLD D•Jr.!l'J!Ot-J UNIVERSITY 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
NORFOLK VlqGINIA USA 23508 
3Pl0 LCCATOR (LAT): 
7JC776 730775 730766 
PARAMETER IDENT.FICATION SECTION: 
',AME ~PHERE METHOD 
.. 
,. 
UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HE:GHT/OEPTH REMARKS 
-





OF ,En fHIC 
PL ;~.rs 
~;:£,:iES 







EARTH FIXED POINT 
EARTH STATION TIME 
LANO KEY 
BOiTOM i( i:., 
LANO VISUAL 
BOTTOM VISUAL 
MAP LOCATION :200 STATIONS 
YMDL 200 STATIONS 
NUM<JER OF 200 o-s MARSH PLANTS 
!NJIVIOUALS 
l"t.11 :>t-t1..1r.:, 
NuliitiER iJF' 200 OBS 
JNJIVIOUALS 
PER SPECIES 
NU','6ER PER ACRE 200 ass 





00 i u \ ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTATION-WETLANJ~ : ( 
t:.1.1 ,,: I~ r) f:: I l· 
P., lAMUER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
'• \ '.1E SPHl:tfE METHOD UNITS 
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e I• t I• I •• a' I• e •. ................. 
AN [•:,LS 
r- '.}' ,.\SS OF LAND DRY \J'EIGHT POUNDS PER ACRE 
.,~HH!C PLANTS 
< I JMAS:. OF BOTTOM DRY WEIGHT PCL'NOC: PER ACRE 
:tNTHIC 
.\"l!MUS 
:.ALINlTY WATER HYDROMETER PARTS PER 
THOUSAND 
TEMPERATURE WATER NON-REVERSING DEG C 
THERMOMETER 
DISSOLVED WUER TITRATION MILLIGRAMS PER 
OXYGEN GAS LITER 
PH WATER SPECIFIC ION PH lJNITS 
ELECTRODE 
COUNT OF WATER VISUAL CULTURE GROWTH 
MICROBIOTA (MPN) 
ORTHOPHOSPHATE WATER SPECTROPHOTOMETRY MILLIGRAMS PER 
LITER 
NITRATE WATER SPECTROPHOTOMETRY MILLIGRAMS PER 
LI fER 
SECCHI DISC WATER AVERAGE DEPTH FEET 
DEPTH 
SIZE ANALYSIS SEDIMENT SIEVE PERCENT 
COMPOSITION 
, .; _N AREA -. LOlal£R Ct1ESA PE..,KE BAY ANO 
RI'/ ER 
(CONT,) 
DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH 
. ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. 
200 OBS 
200 OBS 
14 OBS SURFACE AND 
BOTTOM 
14 OBS SURFACE AND 
BOTTOM 
14 OBS SURFACE ANO 
BOTTOM 
14 OBS SURFACE ~NO 
BOTTOM 
14 ORS SURFACE ANO 
BOTTOM 
1.4 OBS SURFACE AND 
BOTTOM 
14 OBS SURFACE AND 
BOTfo.t 
14 OBS 
7 OBS BOTTOM 
( 




L YNNHAVEN AREA 
LYNNHAVEN AREA 
L YNNHAVEN AREA 




L YNNHAVEN AREA 
L YNNHAVEN AREA 
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INTENSIVE SURVEY OF SEDIMENTS AND BENTrl!C A~I~ALS IN THE AREA CF THE RAPPAHANNOCK SHOAL AND SOIL DISPOSAL LGCATION IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY. SOME LIMITED SAMPLING lN YOR~ SPIT CHANNEL. SEDIMENT ANAL•SIS IS COUPLED WITH A SURVEY OF BE~THIC FAUNA ANO 
RELATED TO FEEDING TYPES, SUBSTRATE, HABITAT. SIZE, ASU~DANCE A~D FREQUENCf OF ENCOUNTER. COMPARISON OF IN CHANNEL AND OUT 
C~ANNEL SAMPLING DATA INCLUDED ALONG ~ITH CD~~Eli[S AS TO THE EFFEC7 OF SPOIL DEPOSITION ON BENTHIC FAUNA, COMMENTS AS TO 
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POSITION 
TIME 



























DUR I NG FIVE 
CRUISES 
GRAVITY CORER 2 
IN DIA; 
PETERSON GRAB 
1/15 SQ METER; 
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D L\ i,: ET ER I N 
PHI SIZES 
SETTLING/VISUAL TE~TUR~L CLASS 
(SHEPARD, 






DRY COMBUSTION/ PER CE~T av 
GAS DISPLACEMENT WEIGHT 
DRY COMBUSTION/ PER CENT BY 
GAS DISPLACEMENT WEIGHT 
SPECTRCPHOTOMETRY PER CENT BY 
WEIGHT 
SPECTROPHOTOMETRY PER CENT BY 
WEIGHT 
FLAME SPECTROMETR PER CENT SY 
Y WEIGHT 
FLAM~ SPECTROMETR PER CENT BY 
Y WEIGHT 












AT 10 CM 
INTERVALS TO 




AT 10 CM 
INTERVALS TO 




AT 10 CM 
INTERVALS TO 




AT 10 CM 
!NTERVALS TO 




AT 10 CM 
INTERVALS TO 




AT 10 CM 
INTERVALS ro 




AT 10 CM 
INTERVALS TO 
AS DEEP AS 
CORE ANALYZED 
GRAVITY CORER 2 
IN DIA; 
PETERSON GRAB 
1/15 SQ METER; 
· TOP 5 IN OF 
CORE ANALYZED 















NOT A LL 
STATIONS 
SAMPLED 
NOT A LL 
STATIONS 
SAMPLED 
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AT 10 CM 
INTERVALS TO 





PETERSON GRAD 1/ 
15 SQ METER; 
SAW.P LE 
PROCESSED THRU 
0. 5 ~',iA Al'-.D 1 • 0 
MM SCREEN 
PETERSON GRAB 1 / 
15 SQ METER; 
SAriP LE. 
PRGC ES SEC THR;J 
0.5 MM At-;D 1 .0 
MM SCREEN 
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( - - -\ •'f,l,t Ul 
RECEIVED: APRIL 15, 1974 
SURVEY OF MACROINVERTEBRATES IN THE VICINITY OF THE C AND D CANAL CONDUCTED ON A QUARTERLY SAMPLI~G SCHEDULE. 19 STATIONS 
SAMPLED WITH 3 REPLICATE GRABS PER VISIT USlNG A 0,1 SQUARE METER VAN VEE~ GRAS. SPECIES, COUNTS, BIOMASS, ANO COMMUNITY 
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76 OBS QUARTrnLY BOTTOM 
44 OBS QUARi ERL Y BOTTOM BECKMAN RS-5 
44 OBS QUARTERLY BOTTOM BECKMAN RS-5 
, 9 OBS VAN VEEN. GRAS 
223 OBS QUARTERLY 0.1 VAN VEEN 
GRAB, 3 
' .. .. 
.. 
- - - - - - - - - -
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BOTTOM DRY WEIGHT 
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Sl.1:~ L.~. p; ; 
Sl'CCIES, ,·ER 
RE; LlCATE. ,t.'.JD 
r,~t ,·~tJ ~JUMB· ~.: 
J>[;, STAT!<i~J 
PE SPEC!:,·; 
i'~t..;·\ F_R PER ~Q 
r.:E [ '< 
G~~~S PER ~G 
~f;ER 





CG·:ros I TI ON. 
FA':ER ANALYSIS, 
;;,N'.)ERS 
AF r It, I TY 
;.;.., ,.; L '1 S I S , 
o:-1ERSITY D, D 
MA"<, D MIN, 
AWJ REDUNOl,NC Y 
8f ',TATION A:--JD 
QL;.,R T ER 
r,E,1 CENT 











oa·'.; 1):J>"..RT t.R LY 






STAT ION PER 
QUARTER, SIEVE 








SA)'.{A TI LIS, 1 08 
M. AMERICANA, 
35 ICTALURUS 
CATUS, AND 10 
PERCA FLAVESCEN 
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RFPL!CATE SA~PLES PER STATION. DEPTH, SEOl~E~T TyPE, AND BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL REPORTED FOR EACH STATION. ~RE INTENSIVE 
SA~PLING PERFORMED IN AREAS OF DREDGE BORRO~ PITS. 
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- - -
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. .: ; ) 
- - -
~A c.TE'1 ,:E-.rtl'!CAT!J', S[<,IC~: 
- -
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- - - - - - - - - - -( "' 
.) e 
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S~FCIES 
'.' l T ~ • .' I NAT I ON 
, .. ·.' HIC 
,\ '1 ~ 
BOTTOM 
C-~~T ~F BOTTOM 
BENTHIC PLANTS 
SPECIES BOTTOM 
: ET E" 'I NA Tl ON 
CF B•',THIC 
-:. ·- r •.'! s 
.• _ ·; T . F 
'<:H.C 

















S• •• :ES •ER 
5 T .1' : :·, 
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NORTH A~ERICA, U.S., COASTAL, DELAWARE, LEWES 
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO EVALUATE THE GROSS (COMMUNITY DISRUPTION, MORTALITY) BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND 
OVERSOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL lN THE BREAKWATER HARBOR, LEWES, DELAWARE, ON BENTHlC MARINE INVEttTEBRATES. THE STUDY CONSISTED OF 
THREE ASPECTS: 1) PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY A~D AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, 2) MARINE GEOLOGY, AND 3) MARINE BIOLOGY. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE$ 
WERE: 1) TO DETERMINE THE RELATIVELY SriORT-TERM DISPERSION OF SPOILS FROM DREDGING, AND 2) TO DETERMINE THE SHORT-TERM 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF SPOIL DISPOSAL FROM DREDGING. THERE WERE 103 STATIONS WITHIN THE STUDY AREA WHICH WERE S~MPLED THREE 
TI~ES; DECEMBER 1971, MARCH 1972 AND JUNE 1972. THE PARAMETERS DETERMINED IN THE STUDY AREA ARE CURRENT SPEED AND DIRECTION, 
SPECIES DETE~M:NATION AND COUNT OF BENTHIC ANIMALS, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EH, SIZE ANALYSIS OF SEDIMENTS, 
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1 AND 2 CURRE~T STUDIES 
WETERS BELOW DC~E ON 







GENERAL GEOGRADHIC AREA: 
r( 
'-" BIOLOGICAL REPORTS FOR PERMIT APPLICATIONS TO ALTER MARSHLANDS, ESTUARINE 
8:JTTOV.S, TIDELANDS, AND STATE-OhNED LAKES OF NORTH CAROLINA 
DATA COLLECTED: JANUARY 1970 TO PRESENT 




RECEIVED: APRIL 02, 1975 
BIOLOGICAL REPORTS WHICH DETERMINE EFFECTS OF BUILDING AND DREDGING PROJECTS ON COASTAL MA~SH LANDS, ESTUARINE BOTTOMS, 
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PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTI\ )F FISH EGGS ANO LARVAE 
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ENLARGEMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
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NORTH ATLANTIC. COASTAL, U.S., DELAWARE AND MARYLAND 
ABSTRACT: 
r ::>AGE 01 
RECEIVED: NOVEMBER 19, 1975 
A YEAR LONG STUDY OF THE PKODUCTION AND DlSTRlBUTlON OF FISH EGGS ANO LARVAE IN THE CHESAF~AKE AND DELAWARE CANAL WAS 
CON~UCTED. STUDY OBSERVED HYOROGRAPHIC DATA AS WELL AS THE FECUNDITY OF SOME TWENTY SPECIES OF FISH. 
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28 STATIONS WEEKLY 
.,0 rTA..,., r,,a..,e WEEKLY .. ., <w1n1 AW"J 
28 STATIONS WEEKLY 
28 STATIONS WEEKLY 
28 STATIONS WEEKLY 
28 STATIONS WEEKLY 
- - -• 004416 
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ABSTRACT: 
"' 
( PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: NOVEMBER 19, 1975 
A TWO YEAR STUDY OF THE PRODUCTION ANO DISTRIBUTION OF STRIPED BASS EGGS IN THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL WAS CONDUCTED. 
PARArt.ETERS INCLUDE FECUNDITY, CO:.JNTS AND IDENTIFICATION OF ADULTS CAPTURED. 
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LONGlTUOE 
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ENLARGEI/ENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC, COASTAL, U.S., DELAWARE AND MARYLAND 
ABSTRACT: 
A TWENTY-ONE ~ONTH BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL ANO ITS APPROACHES WAS CONDUCTED. PARAMETERS INCLUDE 
CC~NT AND SPECIES DETERMINATION OF ORGANISMS PRESENT AS WELL AS BIOMASS OF SELECTED STATIONS. HYOROGRAPHIC DATA WAS TAKEN FOR 
EACH OF THE STATIONS. 






ONE 44 PAGE REPaRT 
FUNDING: 
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BIOLOGICAL ~URVEY OF THE CHESA?EAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL ANO ITS APPROACHES (CONT.) ~ 
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- PAGE 02 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAr!.E SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT /DEPTH REMARKS 
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PELAGIC 
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DISSOLVED WATER TITRATION 15 STATIONS QUARTERLY 
OXYGEN GAS 
TH~PERATURE WATER REVERSING 15 STATIONS QUARTERLY 
THE RV.QtilETER 
SA UNITY WATER• CONDUCTIVITY 15 STATIONS QUARTERLY 
LIGHT ~TTENUATIO WATER IN SITU 15 STATtONS QUARTERLY 
N TRANSMISSOMETER 
B1C1I.ASS OF BOTTOM DRY WEIGHT 15 STATIONS QUARTERLY 
BENTHIC 
ANIMALS 
BIOMASS OF WATER DRY WEIGHT 15 STATIONS QUARTERLY 
PELAGIC 
ANIMALS 
- - - - -,,. 
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BLUE CRABS IN THE CHESAI <E ANO DELAWARE CANAL 
DATA COLLECTED: NOVEMBER 1970 TO AUGUST 1972 
ENLARGEM-NT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 





- - -.. 
PAGE 01 
NOVEMBER.~. 197S 
A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE STATUS OF THE BLUE CRAB POPULATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE REGION WAS CONDUCTED. PARAMETERS 
OBSERVED WERE COUNT, SEX DETER~INATION AND LENGTH/WEIGHT RATIOS OF CRABS AND HYOROGRAPHIC DATA. 
-
-
(DATA CONTAINED IN APPENDIX V) 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 
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ANIMALS 
CATCH/EFFORT OF BOTTOM TRAP 6 STATIONS MONTHLY 
BENTHIC 
ANrr.i:..LS 
SEX DETERMINATIO BOTTOM VISUAL 6 STATIONS MONTHLY 
N OF BENTHIC 
ANIMALS 
LENGTH/'.\'EIGHT BOTTOM DIRECT 6 STATIONS MONTHLY 
RATIO IN 
BENTHIC 
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004433 DELAWAR~ FISH SURVEY 
DATA COLLECTED: MARCH 1971 TO AUGUST 1973 
PROJECTS: 
ENLARGEM~NT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NOQTH ATLANTIC, COASTAL, U.S., DELAWARE ANO MARYLAND 
ABSTRACT: 
- - - - - - -
-
PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: DECEMBER 01, 1975 
A T~~NTY NINE MCNTH SURVEY OF THE FISH IN THE DELAWARE PORTION OF THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE CANAL WAS CONDUCTED. PARAMETERS 
INCLUDE COUNT AND SPECIES DETERM:NATION OF EACH CATCH, HYDROGRAPHIC DATA AND LENGTH/WEIGHT RATIOS OF FISH CAUGHT AT SELECTED 






ONE 75 PAGE REPORT 
FUNDING: 
AR~Y CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
INVENTORY: 
PUBLICATIONS: 
DATA CONTAINED IN APPENDIX VII, HYOROGRAPHIC ANO ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ENLARGEMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE CANAL 
CONTACT: 
MALCOLM H. TAYLOR 302 738 2842 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
COLLEGE OF MARINE STUDIES 
LE~ES DELAWARE USA 19958 
GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
730795 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
POSITION EARTH FIXED POINT 
TIME EARTH SlATION TIME 
TEMPERATURE WATER REVERSING 
THE R~10MET ER 
TEMPERATURE AIR MERCURY 
THE Rr:.oMET ER 
SALINITY WATER CONDUCTIVITY 
DISSOLVED WATER TITRATION 
OXYGEN GAS 
LIGHT ATTENUATIO WATER VISUAL 
UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
................. . ................. . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 
LATITUDE ANO 8 STATIONS 
LONGITUDE 
YMD 8 STATIONS MONTHLY 
8 STATIONS MONTHLY 
8 STATIONS MONTHLY 
8 STATIONS MONTHLY 
8 STATIONS MONTHLY 








PARAMETER I DE~TlFlCATlON SECT ION: 
-
ISH SURVEY I t""l'\1UT I. \ VIJl'9 I • / 
,,,,a 
( ?AGE 02 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
N 
?H WATER PH METER 8 STATIONS MONTHLY 
COUNT OF WATER VISUAL 8 STATIONS MONTHLY 
PELAGIC FISH 




LEt.iGTH/·..iE I GHT WATER DIRECT 8· STATIONS MONTHLY 
RATIO IN 
PELAGIC FISH 






004434 FISH SURVEY IN THE MARYLAND PORTIO F THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE CANAL PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: DECEMBER 01, 1975 DATA COLLECTED: DECEMBER 1~70 TO MAY 1973 
PROJECTS: 
ENLARGEMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC, COASTAL, U.S., DELAWARE AND MARYLAND 
ABSTRACT: 
A T~ENTY-NINE MONTH SURVEY OF THE FISH IN THE MARYLAND PORTION OF THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE CANAL WAS CONDUCTED, PARAMETERS 
INCLUDE COUNT AND SPECIES DETERMINATION OF EACH CATCH, HYDROGRAPHIC DATA, AND LENGTH/WEIGHT RATIOS OF FISH CAUGHT. A TOTAL OF 






ONE 28 PAGE REPORT 
FUNDING: 
AR~Y COR~S OF ENGINEERS 
INVENTORY: 
PUBLICATIONS: 
DATA CONTAINED IN APPENDIX VI, HYDROGRAPHIC AND ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OF ENLARGEMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE CANAL 
CONTACT: 
DOUGLAS E. RITCHIE JR, 301 454 0100 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
NATURAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE 
COLLEGE PARK MARYLAND USA 20740 
GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
730795 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 
POSITION EARTH FIXED POINT 
TIME EARTH STATION TIME 
COUNT OF WATER VISUAL 
PELAGIC FISH 











DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. ................ 
10 STATIONS 
1 !) STATIONS MONTH I. Y 
10 STATIONS MONTHLY 
10 STATIONS MONTHLY 







004434 FISH SURVEY lN THE MARYLAND PORTION' THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL (CONT.) PAGE 02 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
PELAGIC FISH 
TEMPERATURE WATER REVERSING 10 STATIONS MONTHLY 
THERMOMETER 
SALINITY WATER CONDUCTIVITY 10 STATIONS MONTHLY 
TEMPERATURE AIR MERCURY 10 STATIONS MONTHLY 
THERMOMETER 









FISH MOVEMENTS-~ .. YLANO STUDY 
DATA COLLECTED: FEBRUARY 1971 TO APRIL 1973 
ENLARGEMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC, COASTAL, U.S., DELAWARE ANO MARYLAND 
ABSTRACT: 
- - - - - -~ 
' ·AGE Ot 
RECEIVED: DECEMBER 01, 1975 
A TWENTY-SIX MONTH FISH TAGGING STUDY TO DETERMINE THE MOVEMENTS OF FISH IN THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE CANAL WAS CONDUCTED, 
TW~ TYPES OF TAGS WERE USED< THE CARLIN TAG WAS APPLIED TO SMALL FISH (LESS THAN 1 FOOT) AND THE PETERSEN DISC TAG WAS USED 






ON~ 56 PAGE REPORT 
FUNDING: 
AR~Y CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
INVENTORY: 
PUSLlCAT IONS: 
DATA CONTAINED IN APPENDIX VIII, HYDROGRAPHIC AND ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ENLARGEMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
CONTACT: 
DOUGLAS E. RITCHIE, JR. 301 454 0100 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
NATURAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE 
CO~LEGE PARK MARYLAND !JSA !20740 
GRID LOCATOR {LAT): 
1:.• 795 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
POSITION EARTH FIXED POINT 
TIME EARTH STATION TIME 
COUNT OF WATER VISUAL 
PELAGIC FISH 
SPECIES WATER l<EY 
DET Ei<'.,i I NA TI ON 
OF PELAGIC 
FISH 
MIGRATI:JN STUDY WATER TAGGING STUDIES 
OF PELAGIC 
UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ 
LATITUDE AND 26 STATIONS 
LONGITUDE 
YMD 26 STATIONS MONTHLY 
26 STATIONS MONTHLY 
26 STATIONS MONTHLY 






FISH MOVEMENi~-~ARYLAND STUDY (CONT.) 
( "l 
004435 PAGE 02 
PARAMETER IOE~TIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 




WATER FORK LENGTH 26 STATIONS MONTHLY 




004436 DELAWARE FI~ iIGRATION 
DATA COLLECTED: APRIL 1971 •u MAY 1973 
PROJECTS: 
ENLARGEM~~T OF THE CHESAPEAKE ANO DELAWARE CANAL 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 




RECEIVED: DECEMBER u1. 197S 
A TWENTY FIVE MONTH TAGGING STUDY TO DETERMINE HOW FISH USE THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL IN THEIR ~IGRATIONS ANO 
~D~EMENTS WAS CONDUCTED. THE PURPOSE WAS TO GAIN SOME KNOWLEDGE OF THE GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF FISH THAT SPENT SOME PART OF 







ONE 45 PAGE REPORT 
FUNDING: 
AR~Y CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
INVENTORY: 
PUBLICATIONS: 
DATA CONTAINED IN APPENDIX IX, HYDROGRAPHIC ANO ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ENLARGEMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
CONTACT: 
RONAt W. S~ITH 301 454 0100 
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
~ATURAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE 
COLLEGE PARK MARYLAND USA 20740 
GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
730795 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 
POSIT~ON EARTH FIXED POINT 
TIME EARTH STATION TIME 
COUNT OF WATER VISUAL 
PELAGIC FISH 











DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... 
s STATIONS 
s STATIONS MONTHLY 
5 STATIONS MONTHLY 
s STATIONS MONl't-lLY 










FISH MIGRATION (CONT.) e PAGE o· 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... ' 
OF PELAGIC 
FISH 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
e 
0051:> ENVIRON~ENTAL I~PACT STATE~ENT ON i 
s:::01L DrSPOSAL AREA IN LOG.:.., 
OATA COLLECTEO: 1971 TD 
e 
::~STRUCTION AN~ O~ERATION OF A 
TC&~SHIP, GLOUCESTER CO., N.J. 
1971 
DREDGED e PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: MARCH 27, 1975 
PROJECTS: 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH A~ERICA, U.S., NEW JERSEY, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, LOGAN TOWNSHIP, COASTAL 
ASSTRACT: 
THIS REPORT IS AN ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRO\~ENTAL CHANGE THAT WOULD BE LIKELY TO RESULT FROM THE USE OF THE SITE FOR DISPOSAL OF 
DREDGE SPOILS. THE DATA ARE ALL EITHER FAUNAL INVENTORY OR WATER QUALITY DATA. 
(REPORT FILED TO N.J. E.P.A., JOHN FITCH PLAZA, TRENTON, N.J. ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN DREDGING CO., 12 S. 12TH ST. PHILA, PA. 
19107} 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 
AT COST OF REPRODUCTION 
PLATFOF • TYPES: 
F I X ED S TA T I ON 
ARCHIVE r,'.EOIA: 
REPORTS 





QR. JA~ES A. SCHMID 215 647 3110 
JACK MCCORMICK AND ASSOCIATES 
860 WATERLOO RO. 
- DE'JON PENt-.SYLVANIA USA 19333 
-. "" 
- GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
~ 73079541 73079542 
PARA~ETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAr,lE SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/OE·PTH REMARKS 
................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
TIME EARTH SAMPLING TIME YMDHML 6 STATIONS 
SPECIES WATER KEY 3· STATIONS 
DETER~,1I NAT I ON 
OF A~.~PHIBIANS 
SPECIES WATER KEY 3 STATIONS 
OE T ERt,1 I NAT I ON 
OF REPTILES 
SPECIES LANO KEY 3 STATIONS 
DETER~.'. I NA TI ON 
OF REP TI LES 







ENVIRONM~~7AL I~PACT STATEMENT ON TH( ;~STRUCTIDN A~~ OPERATION OF A DREDGED iCONT.) 
SPOIL DISPOSAL AREA IN LOGA~ .O~NSHIP, GLOUCESTER CO •• N.J. -
( PAGE 02 
?ARA~ETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NA"-E SPHERE METHOD UNITS OATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
















CCNDUCTI V ITY 
LIGHT ATTENUATIO WATER 
N 
COLOR WATER 








PH METER PH UNITS 
IN SITU MICROMHOS PER 









































LISTED FO~ EACH 
OF 6 ENVIRONMEN 
TS 
3 SITES, EACH 
CHECKED ONCE 
AT HlGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LOW 
TIDE 
3 SI TES, EACH 
CHECKED ONCE 
AT HIGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LO\tl 
TIDE 
3 SITES, EACH 
CHECKED ONCE 
AT HIGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LOW 
TIDE 
3 SITES, EACH 
CHECKED ONCE 
AT HIGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LOW 
TIDE 
3 SITES, EACH 
CHECKED Ct,CE 
AT HIGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LOIH 
TIDE 
3 S I TES , EA CH 
CHECKED ONCE 
AT HIGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LOW 
TIDE 
3 SIT ES, EACH 
CHECKED GNCE 
AT HIGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LO\tl 
TIDE 
3 SITES, EACH 
CHECKED ONCE 
AT HIGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LO\tl 
TIDE 
3 SI TES , EA CH 
CHECKED ONCE 
AT HIGHTIDE, 
ONCE AT LO~ 
TIDE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
' C'06604 GATX CORP~;~TIG~ =~:=JS~J - ~: ~ C :. C : :.. I ~ y :::; ' ,, ': L, :.. ~ :. •: ,•, :: ':: R ; V E R ( PAGE 01 
DAT/ CSLL::':c.-~·__,: __,:.,• .. J;...; 1~1-~·- ~;.-.~:);.::-( RECEIVED: ,J.~NE 21. 197G 
?ROJEC15: 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH A',1ERICA, U.S .. ~0/ JERSEY, DELA.'t.RE iH,ER. '.,LOUC': ,·f-~, -~·,1 i', .~i:ST --:~TFCc<J T,J,:;;:;;-,:P 
ABSTRACT: 
1\1 PUTTING TCGETHER :,,; ENVlRONMEl\,jTAL :::P,-CT s~:.;f-':!c'-.:T F · Tr', ·=-·~e'.:SEJ co:.,_-:;_._·:o·. -:;;: ,1-i!" GATX CORPORATION'S TERMINAL 
FACILITY C~J ,HE DEL.'.l'.•.,".~E RIVER tlaEAR w,c.T C:E,1 ,c.:;·. T0:.•;5 .. ·:,, •. ;. J~SE 1 , - ... , ;..:,•.;, l.>,-:, GF ::NGir-..C:ERS COMPILED DATA OASELINE 
SC:RVEYS FEG',i 1952 TJ fH[ PR':SENT. AN ''..[".1L_ ;,·.~ 0 s~··::·,T ,=c ,:_ ':C?O::;RAP· :·''J<0 • .JC•, ECOS'i'STtMS. e:ATER ANO AIR QUALITY, AND 
CLIMATE ,~,\S 1.'ADE IN R::LATIONSh!P lC T"'t EFFEc.r~ ·,;- THE .. -::::c_,: :. ;.._:-:-10:--.i. 
(E.I.S. FOR GATX COR,"JRATlON'S PROPOSE'.:: CO~ST'°'JC:ICN CF ,::I,~',: ;.'__ I 
DATA AVA!LAB!LiTY: 




R l ~-'JR TS 
2 .. ,0 PAGE'.> 
FUNDIN3: 




ROY DEN~ARK 215 597 2944 
us ARMY CORPS OF EN3!NEERS, PHILADELPtllA Disr;;:c 
; 2ND AND CHESTNUT STREETS 
1 PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA USA 19106 
.,/ 
GRID LOCATOR f lATJ: 
7307955112 














;,_,~,, I 7 S 




=.:...:>l. t..r~"cu~~T =-~::\~.,it ~.CY 






















GATX CORPOR,HiON P;::;,-,CSE'.) T' :.1d 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
=,:,c,L:,, o·. ir'c u:C:LA.~.1RE RIVER (COtH.) 
NAME SPHERE METHOD U~ITS ~AT~ A~CUNT FREQULNCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 













































LAB CONDUCTIVITY MICPO~HOS 
CELL 






GAS CHROMATOGRAPH PP~ 
Y/IONIZATICN 




































corn I ~.uous 










A IR COLUMN 
A IR COLUMN 
A IR COLUMN 
A IR COLUMN 
A IR COLUMN 










GENERA~ GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
S~:JJ-EJ \~T~AN::::S ~EC:J~E~V s-wJY 
OAP CO~LECTEJ: ~;.~ . ..;;RY 1972 TJ P~ESE'.T 
N:JRTH AVIERIC;., COASTAL PLAIN, U.S., MARYLANJ, Qi.JEE';;.\-. COUNTY 
ABSTRACT: 
PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: ~OVEMBER 23. 1976 
A STUDY OF VEGETATI\'E REHABITATICN OF THREE DISTu'15E:::: .'t.RSHES I', 00EE'; A,·; ::::oi.Jr:TY, MARYLAND IS BEING CONDUCTED. ALL S\)BMERGENT 
A\D EMERGENT PLANTS TO 3 FOOT WATER DEPTH AT THREE ~1~7URSED A~EAS. ;.~D 52 STATIONS P~R DISTURBED AREA ARE 6EING STUDiEO. 
SAMPLES ARE TAKEN EARLY AND LATE SUMMER. 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 
PLATFOR:.1 TYPES: 





MD DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
INVENTORY: 
PUBLIC AT IONS: 
CONTACT: 
JAMES R. GOLDBERRY. DIRECTOR 301 267 5195 
MARYLAND WILCLIFE ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
TAWES STATE BUILDING 
ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND USA 21401 
GR ID LOCATOR ( LAT l : 
7307960200 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 








COUNT OF BOTTOM 
BENTHIC PLANTS 




























s;:ic,:LEi) '.~E':..t.t.t. ~:::c:::.11!:~" S,'--:::' ((._.,,~T.) ( PAGE 02 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UN[TS ~~T~ A~QU~, FRfOUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
............................................................................................................................. 
FIRM OR l'WCK 
AND DEPTH OF 
MUCK 









GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
SPOIL STUDIES ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND 
DATA COLLECTED: JANUARY 1974 TO PRESENT 
NORTH AMERICA, COASTAL PLAIN, U.S., MARYLAND, QUEE~ ANN, SOMERSET, WACOMICO, AND DORC~ESTER COUNTY 
ABSTRACT: 
PAGE 01 
RECEIVED: NOVEMBER 23, 1976 
A STUDY OF VEGATATIVE REHABITATION OF 6 SPOIL SITES ON THE BAY SIDE OF THE EASTERN SHORE, MARYLAND IS BEING CONDUCTED, 
REHABITATION STUDY OF 6 SPOIL SITES CONSISTS OF ONE CROSS TRANSECT AT EACH SITE. SAMPLES ARE TAKEN EVERY 50 FEET ALONG 












JAMES R. GOLDBERRY, DIRECTOR 301 267 5195 
MARYLAND WILDLIFE ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
TAWES STATE BUILDING 
ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND USA 21401 
GRID LOCATOR (LAT): 
73077555 7307961050 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 





























STATIONS ONCE PER YEAR 
STATIONS ONCE PER YEAR 
STATIONS ONCE PER YEAR 







007478 SPOIL STUDIES ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND (CONT.) PAGE 02 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
• • • • • • • • a • • • • • • I • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • ,. t • e I • e e • • • e e e e e • • e • e e e • I • e e 
COUNT OF BOTTOM 
BENTHIC PLANTS 
VISUAL ESTif,1A TED 
ABUNDANCE 
6 STATIONS ONCE PER YEAR 
.r 






008016 ECOLOGICAL STUDIES IN ThE VIC:~i:v OF THE ORO~CSED SJ~M!T PO~ER SlATION, VOLU~E f::AGE 01 
1: F1s .. ,cs 
DATA COLLECTEJ: ~·;.·,_ \RY 1974 T:J DECEMBER 1974 RECEIVED: AUGUST 12, 1976 
PROJEcrs: 
E~LARGEYE~T GF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DEL;.~ARE CA~A~ 
GENERAL SEOG~APHlC AREA: 
NJRTH ATLANT:C. COASTAL, U.S .. DELMARVA PEN!~SULA. c~~sAPEAKE A,) JELAWARE CANA~ 
A8STRA:T: 
DAIA :~c-ECT~D ON T~E FISHES PRESENT I~ THE CHE~;.= : A~J DEL!~AP::: CA~AL A~) AD~ACENl ~ATERS OF THE DEL-WARE AND ELK RIVERS 
DJ'<:\.:; ·--.:: '..,7t'. ECOLJGICAL STUDY OF THE AQlJ.c,TlC i:_', ·,1E~,T r': --::: VIC,N[TY OF THt. PRuf.>OSED SL,i.1MIT POWER PLANT ARE l"RESE!';TED 
I~ REPO~T F[,~. THE DATA ~ERE GATHERED IN 32~ HA~- A 16-F::r TRA~L. A3 H:.~~S OF A 10-FOOT TRAWL, 358 SEINE COLLECTIQ/';S, 70 
GILLNET SETS AND 21 DAYS OF CREEL CENSGS. SPECIE~ E :~~I~Ar:::·.s A~D DISTR!B~TIONS AR~ PRESENTED ON A BJWEE~LY BASIS !N CRDER 
TJ OBTAIN I~~ORMATIDN ON SEASONAL CHANCES IN POPJ~ - :: STRJCT0~ . STO~ACh ANALYSES 0~ SEVERAL SPECIES OF FISH ARE ALSO C!VE~ 
o·, A SEAS::;r,;.:.. BASIS. LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIC'-S ·,:: CALCULAT D GRO't/TH RATES OF PRGl\'IINENT SPECIES ARE INCLUDED. AS ARE THE 
RESULTS CF r;GGING STUDIES AND FECUNDITY STUDIES JF :~ PRODUCT! N. DATA ON WATER DEPlH, SALI~ITY, CONDUCTIVITY, TE~DERATURE, 
D!SSJLVEC OAfGEN GAS, PH, SECCHI DISK DEPTH, AND TI:: L PHASE, JB AINED DURING ALL SAM~LING EVENTS OF FISH, ARE LIKEWISE 
AVAILAB:..E IN THE REPORT. 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 
UPON RE?UEST AND PERMISSION OF DELMARVA POWER AND LIG~~ COMPANY 
PLATFORM TYPES: 





DELMARVA PO~ER AND LIGHT.COMPANY 
INVE/1/TCf?Y: 
PUBLICATIONS: 
INTERPRETIVE REPORT 1974 BY ICHTHYOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES FOR UNITED ENGINEERS AND CONSTRuCTORS INC., CLIENT: DELMARVA POWER AND 
LIGHT CJMPANY 
CONTACT: 
HUDSON HOEN 302 429 3205 
DELMARVA PC~~R AND LIGHT COMPANY 
800 KING STREET 
WILMINGTON DELAWARE USA 










ECOLOGICAL STUDIES IN THE VIC~N:ry OF TriE PROPOSED SUMMIT POWER ~lATION, VOLUME (CONT.) 
1: FIS~ES 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
( 
PAGE 02 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA A~OUNT FREQ~~NCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••at,,• I ea,•• , •,,, e, 1 t to•,, 1 • f 1 1 o 1 • • 1 • • • 1 • 1 1 1 1 I 1, 1 •I• 1 • • o o I I I e 1 1 t f It t I It t t I It t t t t t t If t ft I I I I t t t, t t, • o It t t t t 1 


























































































































- - - - - - - - - - - -
ECOLOGICAL STUD!ES IN THE v1::~;7. :F T~r:: PROPOSED Su~~:T POWER SlATION, VOLUME (CONT,) 
1: FISrlES 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
- - -
PAGE 03 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA A~OUNT FREQ~ENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
0 IR ECT IO"l DIR:::-:2-. 
TIDAL PH,'.\SE WATER VISGAL Hr Gt-~ ... Ci.,' . - " 7"0 OBS • u 
TEMPERATURE AIR MERCURY n ~r- " Ut.u .... 676 OBS 
THER~10METER 
SPECIES · ..;ATER KEY SPECIES;.:.:;; OBS 836 ass 
DETER'~! NATION PER sur;:JN 
OF PE~,\GIC 
FISH 
COUNT :JF \'/ATER VISUAL NUMtiE" '::F 836 OBS 
PELAGIC FISH I "IS : J : ~·, J • ~ S 
PC.'< S:-::.::. ES 
PCh C;:;5 ·:ER 
STAT~.:~, 
CATCH/EFFORT OF '.'/ATER NET MEAN r,.J·:J~R OF 478 OBS 16-FOOT TRAWL 
PELAGIC FISrl 1 N 'J l \' l C: :. L S DAYLIGHT; 16-
PE~ 5,JE~IES FOOT TRA\',L 
PER ::;5 ::_·y NIGHT; 10-FOOT 
MONTh TRAWL DAYLIGHT; 
GILLNET 
DAYLIGHT 
CATCH/EFFORT OF WATER HOOKS MEAt, ,:u•:1:.:;;:R OF 4881 DAYS 
PELAGIC FISH JNDil/,J~:LS 
PER r,;A:J-r-'OUR 
BY s,;1-:c'-J 
CATCH/EFFORT OF BOTTOM TRAP MEMJ •;_;:,s:::r::R OF 1824 DAYS BLUE CRAB-CREEL 
BEN TH IC li·,:J:v:.:u~LS SURVEY 
ANIMALS TRJ.P?ES> i=ER 
tv1At,-h·2cF' 6Y 
STAT :c·, 
COUNT :JF BOTTOM VISUAL NUMc3E~ 'JF 21 DAYS 
BENTHIC IND:v:DJ\LS 
ANIMALS C~iJ0HT = ( 
POLL!:'.) 
FI S-1!:i':; ::·. PER 
s r AT ; c .,, c ER 
M~~J7ri 
LENGTH OF WATER FORK LENGTrl NUf1lBEi'< o::c 15011 OBS 16-FOOT TRAWL, 
PELAGIC F !SH INOIVIJJt...~S SEINE ANC 10-
PER 5."EC: ES FOOT TRAi,,.:..: 
PER 5-:;·.~ UNITS CATCHES LIS7ED 
OF FCRc ~ENG TH SEPARATELY 
BY VO:. ~HL Y 
CATC:ri 
DIVERSITY INDEX WATER MACARTHUR 33 OBS SEINE DAYLIGHT, 












ECOLOGICAL STUDIES IN TrlE VIC UJI Tv OF THC: PROPOSED su:.1MI T POWER !:>1 ATION, VOLUME (CONT.) 
1: FISHES 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
·( 
PAGE 04 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQuENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 











SEX DETERMINATIO BOTTOM 
N OF BENTHIC 
ANIMALS 
GROWTH STUDIES WATER 
OF PELAGIC 
FISH 
STOMACH CONTENT WATER 
ANALYSIS OF 
PELAGIC FISH 
FECUNDITY OF WATER 
PELAGIC FISH 
WEIGHT OF WATER 
PELAGIC FISH 











PER :; i:.:--.-..,ou R 
BY ,10'-<TH 
30 
Nur,,B'::R CF CRABS 707 
PER 5 1.,:.1 
INfERVA~S OF 
CARi..P:.c~ WIDTH 
PER ri'0 1J:HLY 
SAM'' LE PER 
STAT!Cr, 
NUMBER OF ~ALES/ 707 
FEf,1A!..ES e'ER 5 





PERCENT TOTAL 384 
GRG1iTH P'::R 
YEAR CLASS PER 
YEAR 
SPECIES 40 
NUMBER OF EGGS 16 
SO G SAMPLE OF 
OVARY PER 
INDIVIDUAL 
G OF INDIVIDUAL 16 
DESCRIPTIVE 16 












ass DETERMINED FOR 
i 8 SPECIES OF 
Fl.SH 
OBS WHITE PERCH 
EXAMINED FROM 
APRIL 16 - MAY 
7, 1974 
OBS WHITE PERCH 
EXAMINED FROM 
APRIL 16 - MAY 
7. 1974 
OBS WHITE PERCH 
EXAMINED FROM 
APRIL 16 - MAY 
7, 1974 





'"' G."' 1 7 \.I • ~ , DELMARVA ECOLOG[CAL SURVi · ·c·11c \NO BENTHIC ORGANISMS 
DATA COLLECTED: 0A~UARY 12 · TU DECEMBER 1974 
P~OJECTS: 
ENLARGEMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 




RECEIVED: AUGUST 12, 19,6 
DATA COLLECTED ON THE PLANKTONIC AND BENTHIC ORGANISMS FOUND IN THE CHE,APEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL AND ADJACENT WATERS DURING 
THE 1974 ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE AQUAT re ENVIROt.":.E·.r IN THE VICINITY OF THE PROPOSED SUMMIT POWER STATION ARE. PRESENTED IN 
REPORT FORM. SPECIES DETERMINATIONS AND DlSTR!CUIIO~S OF PHYTLPLANKTON, ZOOPLANKTON AND BENTHIC ORGANISMS AMl GIVEN IN ORDER 
TO OBTAIN INFORMATION ABOUr DAILY AND SlASONAL C..HA';GES lN POP~LATION STRUCTURE. VITALITY STUDIES ON THE ZOOPLANJo<TON ARE 
INCLUDED, rHE RESULTS OF A COMilREHENS!VE AN,\LYSh OF THE PH'.SICAL/CHEMJCAL ENVIRONMENT IN THE CANAL WATERS DURING THE 
BIOLOGICAL S1\MPLING PROGRA"1 ARE ALSO AVAILABLE. MEASURED PARAi,,ETERS INCLUDE COLIFORM COUNTS, NUTRIENTS, PIGMENTS, HEAVY 
METALS, OIL AND GREASE, TEMPERATURE, SALINITY, DISSOLVED OXYGEN GAS, PH, TURBIDITY AND TRANSPARENCY, HARDNESS, TOTAL 
ALKALINITY, CARBONATE ALKALINITY, SULFATE, TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS, SUSPENDED SOLIDS, TOTAL PHOSPHORUS, DISSOLVED PHOSPHORUS, 
NITRATE-NITROGEN, NlTRITE-NITP~GEN, AMMONIA, ORGANIC NITROGEN, MAGNESIUM, CALCIUM ANO TOTAL SILICA. 
~ATA AVAILABILITY: 
u~~N PERMISSION FROM DELMARVA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 
PLATFORM TYPES: 










I~rERPRETIVE REPORT 1974 BY RAYTHEON COMPANY FOR UNITED ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTORS lNC., CLIENT: DELMARVA POWER ANO LIGHT 
CO~PANY; COMPLETE REPORT OF RAW DATA IN ANNUAL DATA REPORT 
CONTACT: 
HUDSON HOEN 302 479 3205 
DELMARVA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 
800 ><ING STREET 
WILMINGTON DEL.AWARE USA 19899 
u~iv lDCATO~ (LAT): 
73079533 
-~~ r ( 
Q,,>3(',. DfLMA~~A ~coLOGlCAL ~URVEY. \ ~TONIC ANn BENTHIC ORGANISMS (CONT.) PA..:-L J2 
PARAMETER ID~NTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHr .~E METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
a I I I. I I I I I It t t I I .............. I I I I I I I I I I'• I I I I I ................ •II• I I I I I• I I It I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
POSITION EARTH FIXED POINT MAP LOCATION 7 STATIONS 
TIME EARTH ST AT I ON T Hilt. YMD 7 STATIONS 
TEMPERATURE WATEI\ THERMISTOR DEG F 686 OBS BiwEEKLY TO SURFACE, 1 SAM?LE PEA 
M~"4THLY BOTTO,;, OBS; 7 
STATIONS; 





SALINITY WATER TITRATION PPT 686 OBS BIWE'cKLY TO SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PEA 
MONTHLY BOTTCN OBS; 7 
STAT IONS; 





DISSOLVED WATER SPECIFIC ION MG/L 686 OBS BIWEEKLY TO SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PER 
OXYGEN GAS ELECTRODE MONTHLY BOTTl>,1 •1' OBS; 7 
STATIONS; 





PH WATER PH METER PH UNITS 686 OBS BIWEEKLY TO SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PER 
MONTHLY BOTTl>i1 OBS; 7 
... STATIONS; ., 






LIGHT ATTENUATIO WATER COLORIMETRY PERCENT 686 OBS BIWEEKLY TO SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PER 
N TRANSMITTANCE, MONTHLY BOTTO-A OOS; 7 
JTU STATIONS; 




HARDNESS WATER EOTA ~TRATION MG/L 80 
DECEMBER 
OBS MONTHLY - SURFACE, t SAMPLE PER 
JANUARY, BOTTo.t OBS; 2 






TOTAL ALKALINITY WATER TITRATION MG/L 80 OBS MONTHLY - SURFACE t 1 SAMPLE PER 
JANUARY, BOTT().! OBS: 2 
FEBRUARY, STATIONS 
NOVEMBER, 
- - - - - - - - -
008017 
t _,. 
DELMARVA ECOLOGICAL SURVEY 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
- - - - - -
.,O.;IC AND BENTHIC :JRCANISMS (CONT,) 
- - -( \ -
,) A, C.!: v • 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS rATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 






TOTAL DISSOLVED DISSOLVED 
SOLIDS 












TI TR A Tl ON 
MG/L so OBS 
MG/L BO OBS 
MG/L 80 OBS 
MG/L 80 OBS 
MG/L 80 OBS 
MG/L BO OBS 



































































1 SAMPLE PER 
OBS; 2 
STATIONS 





1 SAMPLE PER 
OBS; 2 
STATIONS 
1 SAMPLE PER 
OBS; 2 
STATIONS 
1 SAMPLE PER 
OBS; 2 
~'f' .&.T tnuc 
_, I ,.,- f oll '-"t'I'.., 
1 SAMPLE PER 
OBS; 2 
STATIONS 




008017 DELMARVA ECOLOG'.CAL SURVEY ~l, ,TUNIC ANC BF~THIC OPGANISMS (CONT.) PAGE 04 
PARAMETER '~ENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HE lG~T /DEPTH REMARKS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . ............. . ............. . ............... 







ORGANIC WATER TITRATION MG/L 80 OBS MON fHLY - SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PER 







' Nl TR ATE WA':'ER COLORIMETRY MG/L 80 OBS MONfHLY - SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PER 
JANUARY, BOTTCJ,1 OBS; 2 






NITRITE •IATER COLORIMETRY MG/L so OBS MONfHLY - SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PER 





,I MARCH-r.,; QC TUBER 
OILS WATER EXTRACTION/ MG/L 80 OBS MONTHLY - SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PER 







MAGKES1LIM '!!-ATS.It A.T~t~ ~li-SQRPT~ IJGJ~ ~ OBS MOt-.l [Kl~'t - ~IJRF 4.Cf. ~ \ ~A.¥.PLf. !'f~ 







CALCIUM WATErl ATOMIC ABSORPTION UG/L 80 OBS MONTHLY - SURFACE, 1 SAMPLE PER 
SPECTROMETRY JANUARY, BOTTCN OBS: 2 







- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
( .--( 
008017 DELMARVA ECOLOGICAL SURVEY PL~. ~TONIC ANO BfNTH&~ ORGANISMS (CONT.) 






NAME SPHr~E METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FRLQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
























ATOMIC ABSORPTION MG/L 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION MG/L 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION MG/L 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION MG/L 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION MG/L 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATOMI. ABSORPTION MG/L 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATO~lC ABSORPTION MG/L 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION UG/KG 
SPECTROMETRY 























































1 SAMPLE ·?ER 
OBS; 2 
STAT IONS 




·i ~TA r'IONS; 





QC TOBER; 1 
SAMPLE PER OBS 
5 ST A TI ONS; 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STATIONS; 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER 085 
5 STATIONS; 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STATIONS; 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
Pl:Q Of3S 
5 STATIONS; 
,!IL Y ; t SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STA Tl ONS; 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STATIONS; 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STATIONS; 
JULY; I SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STATIONS: 







DELMARVA ECOLOGICAL SURVEY PL- \TONIC AND BEN MIC ORGANISMS (CONT.) 
{ 
PAGE 06 
~ARAMETER IDENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 
























COUNT OF WATER 
ZOOPLANKTON 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION UG/KG 
SPECTROME: TRY 
ATOMlC ABSOQPTION UG/KG 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION UG/KG 
SPECTROMETRY 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION UG/KG 
SPECTROMETRY 
VISUAL 
F LUORr•~E TRY 
FLUOROMETRY 




















NUMOER PER 560 






















































JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STATIONS: 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STATIONS; 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
5 STATIONS: 
JULY; 1 SAMPLE 
PER OBS 
TOTAL AND FECAL 
COLI FORM 

















7 STATIONS; 2 
SAMPLES PER 
OBS 
7 ~TA Tl1JNS; 2 
SAMPLES PER 
OBS 




MESH NET USED 
IN SAMPLING: 
--~ 
'1 .. _ 
_, 




008017 ufLMARVA ECOLOGI ,URVtf 3 •·~~JC AND BENTHJC OQGA~.SMS (CONT,) 1'4GE 07 
PARAMETER J~ENTIFICATION SECTION: 
NAME SPHERE METHOD UNITS DATA AMOUNT FREQUENCY HEIGHT/DEPTH REMARKS 










COUNT OF BOTTOM 









SPECIES PER M3 560 
PER SAMPLE 
PERCENT OF 16 
TOTAL INDIVIOUA 
LS PER SPECIES 
DEAD AT TIME 
OF SAMPLING 
PER SAMPLE 
SPECIES PER 135 
SAMPLE 





































5 ST AT l CNS; 3 














Data File Index - Listed by Key Word 




















This index contains an alphabetical listing by key word of the 
data files in this annex. After some key words is a number or series 
of numbers which reference the page numbers of the particular file(s) 
within this report. Most of the files are referenced by more than one 
key word. Underlined numbers indicate files generated after January 
1, 1973. 
The key words which do not reference any relevant files are 




Data File Index Listed by Key Word 
Dredging and Spoil Disposal 






2,4-D in bio material (bottom) 
none 
2,4-D in bio material (water) 
none 






2,4,S-T in bio material (sediment) 
none 
2,4,5-T in bio material (suspended) 
none 






























aldrin in bio material (bottom) 
none 
aldrin in bio material (water) 
none 
aliphatic hydrocarbons (dissolved) 
none 
aliphatic hydrocarbons (sediment) 
none 
aliphatic hydrocarbons (water) 
none 

























antimony in bio material (bottom) 
none 
antimony in bio material (water) 
none 
aromatic hydrocarbons (dissolved) 
none 
aromatic hydrocarbons (suspended) 
none 
aromatic hydrocarbons (water) 
none 










arsenic in bio material (bottom) 
none 
arsenic in bio mateJial (water) 
none 
asbestos 
use amphibol. chrysotile. 
atrazine (water) - herbicide 
none 






















atrazine in bio material (water) 
none 
benthic animals 
use biological condition, biomass, community structure 
analysis (bottom), count, developmental stage, diversity 
index, growth studies, migration, mortality, sex determination, 
species determination, taxonomic list, volume determination, 
weight 
benthic plants 
use biological condition, biomass, community structure analysis 
(bottom), count, developmental stage, diversity index, growth 












beryllium in bio material (bottom) 
none 








B.H.C. in bio material (water) 
none 
-81-
biological condition of benthic animals (bottom) 
21 
biological condition of benthic plants (bottom) 
none 
biomass of benthic animals (bottom) 
29, 34, 38, 45 
biomass of benthic plants (bottom) 
none 
biomass of benthic plants (land) 
23 
burrowers 











cadmium in bio material (bottom) 
none 
cadmium in bio material (sediment) 
none 
cadmium in bio material (water) 
none 




























carbofuran (water) - insecticide 
none 
carbon tetrachloride (water) 
none 
C.D.E.C. (water) - herbicide 
none 
cerium -144 (sediment) 
none 
cesium -137 (sediment) 
none 
cesium -137 (water) 
none 




chlordane in bio material (bottom) 
none 
chlordane in bio material (water) 
none 
chlorinated hydrocarbons (sediment) - pesticides 
none 
chlorinated hydrocarbons (water) 
none 






chlorine in bio material (bottom) 
none 
-83-
chlorine in bio material (water) 
none 
chlorobenside (water) - pesticide 
none 














chromium in bio material (bottom) 
none 
chromium in bio material (sediment) 
none 
chromium in bio material (water) 
none 
chrysotile (water) - asbestos 
none 
commercial fisheries activities (bottom) 
none 
community diversity 
use diversity index 
community structure analysis (bottom) 
_§_, 27, 31, 34, 36 
condition 































copper in bio material (bottom) 
none 
copper in bio material (sediment) 
none 
copper in bio material (water) 
none 
count of benthic animals (bottom) 
i, 9, 25, 27, 29, 31, 34, 36, 38, 45, 47, 65, 69 
count of benthic plants (bottom) 
i, 36, 40, 61, ~ 
count of demersal fish (water) 
i, 19 
count of pelagic fish,(water) 
i, 17, 19, 42, 44, 49, 51, 53, 55, 65 
count of phytoplankton (water) 
69 
count of zooplankton (water) 





cyanide in bio material (water) 
none 
-85-








DOA in bio material (water) 
none 




DOD in bio material (bottom) 
none 
DOD in bio material (water) 
none 




DOE in bio material (bottom) 
none 
DOE in bio material (water) 
none 

































use count, mortality, species determination 
detergents (water) 
none 
developmental stage of benthic animals (bottom) 
none 
developmental stage of benthic plants (bottom) 
none 




diazinon in bio material (bottom) 
none 
diazinon in bio material (water) 
none 
dicamba (water) - herbicide 
none 
dicamba in bio material (water) 
none 
dichlone (water) - herbicide 
none 











dieldrin in bio material (bottom) 
none 
dieldrin in bio material (water) 
none 
dilan (water) - insecticide 
none 
dilan in bio material (bottom) 
none 
dimethoate (water) - insecticide 
none 
dinitrophenol (water) - herbicide 
none 
dinitrophenol in bio material (water) 
none 
diquat (water) - herbicide 
none 
diquat in bio material (water) 
none 
distribution 
use community structure analysis (bottom), count, 
species determination 
diuron (water) - herbicide 
none 
diversity index of benthic animals (bottom) 
34. 
































endrin in bio material (bottom) 
none 









use demersal, pelagic 
folpet (water) - fungicide 
none 
fuel oil (water) 
none 
fungicide 









growth studies of benthic animals (bottom) 
none 
-89-
growth studies of benthic plants (bottom) 
none 
guthion (water) - pesticide 
none 
guthion in bio material (water) 
none 
heavy metals 
use cadmium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, zinc 




heptachlor epoxide (sediment) - insecticide 
none 
heptachlor epoxide (water) 
none 
heptachlor epoxide in bio material (bottom) 
none 
heptachlor epoxide in bio material (water) 
none 
heptachlor in bio material (bottom) 
none 
heptachlor in bio material (water) 
none 
herbicide 
use 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T, ametryne, atrazine, CDEC, dacthal, dicamba, 
dichlone, dinitrophenol, diquat, diuron, hexachlorobenzene, 
neburon, paraquat, silvex, simazine, trifluralin 
hexachlorobenzene (water) - herbicide 
none 






























hydrocarbons in bio material (bottom) 
none 
hydroca~bons in bio material (water) 
none 
index of dispersion 
use community structure analysis 
index of diversity 
use diversity index 
index of dominance 
use community structure analysis 
index of evenness 
use community structure analysis 
index of species association 
use community structure analysis 
index of species equatability 
use community structure analysis 
index of richness 
use community structure analysis 
index of species similarity 
use community structure analysis 
insecticide 
use aldrin, BHC, carbofuran, chlordane, chlorobenzilate, DDA, 
DDD, DDE, DDT, dicofol, dieldrin, dilan, dimethoate, heptachlor, 
heptachlor epoxide, kepone, lindane, methoxychlor, perthane, 
phosdrin, ronnel, tedion, thimet, thiodan, toxaphene, trichlorfon 
kelthane 
use dicofol 

















lead in bio material (bottom) 
none 
lead in bio material (water) 
none 
lead -210 (water) 
none 
light attenuation (water) 
i, 11 , 45, 49, 5 7, 69 
light scattering coefficient (water) 
none 
light transmission 
use light attenuation 




lindane in bio material (bottom) 
none 






















lubricating oil (water) 
none 




malathion in bio material (bottom) 
none 














mercury in bio material (bottom) 
none 
mercury in bio material (water) 
none 









methyl mercury (water) 
none 
methyl mercury in bio material (water) 
none 










migration study of benthic animals (bottom) 
none 




mirex in bio material (water) 
none 
mortality of benthic animals (bottom) 
21 
mortality of benthic plants (bottom) 
none 
mortality of demersal fish (water) 
none 
mortality of pelagic fish (water) 
none 
mortality of phytoplankton (water) 
none 






















neburon (water) - herbicide 
none 
1wpht' LomL'Lry 











nickel in bio material (bottom) 
none 
nickel in bio material (sediment) 
none 
nickel in bio material (water) 
none 
oil degradation (sediment) 
none 
oil degradaton (water) 
none 
oil slick coverage (water) 
none 
oil slick occurrence (sediment) 
none 
oil slick occurrence (water) 
none 





oils in bio material (bottom) 
none 




















parathion in bio material (bottom) 
none 





use polychlorinated biphenyls 
pelagic fish 
use count, mortality, species determination 























use carbaryl, chlorinated hydrocarbons, chlorobenside, diazinon, 












phosdrin (water) - insecticide 
none 
phytoplankton 
use count, mortality, species determination 
polychlorinated biphenyls (sediment) 
none 
polychlorinated biphenyls (water) 
none 
polychlorinated biphenyls in bio material (bottom) 
none 




radium -226 (water) 
none 
radium -228 (water) 
none 
rank analysis 
use community structure analysis 
-97-
ronnel (water) - insecticide 
none 








selenium in bio material (bottom) 
none 
















silver in bio material (bottom) 
none 
silver in bio material (water) 
none 




























species determination of benthic animals (bottom) 
9, 21, 25, 27, 29, 31, 34, 36, 38, 45, 47, 69 
species determination of benthic plants (bottom) 
36, 40, 61, ~ 
species determination of demersal fish (water) 
i, 19, 40 
species determination of pelagic fish (water) 
i, 17, 19, 40, 42, 44, 49, 51, 53, 55, 59, 65 
species determination of phytoplankton (water) 
69 
species determination of zooplankton (water) 
15, 17, 59, 69 
surfactants (water) 
none 
tar balls (water) 
none 
taxonomic list of benthic animals (bottom) 
~' 31 

















thallium in bio material (water) 
none 
thimet (water) - insecticide 
none 















use light attenuation 
toxaphene in bio material (bottom) 
none 
toxaphene in bio material (water) 
none 
toxins in bio material (bottom) 
none 






















trichlorfon (water) - insecticide 
none 
trifluralin in bio material (bottom) - herbicide 
none 
trifluralin in bio material (water) 
none 





use light attenuation, light scattering coefficient (water) 
vegadex 
use CDEC 
volume determination of benthic animals (bottom) 
none 
volume determination of benthic plants (bottom) 
none 
weight of benthic animals (bottom) 
none 
weight of benthic plants (bottom) 
6 













zinc in bio material (bottom) 
none 
zinc in bio material (sediment) 
none 
zinc in bio material (water) 
none 
zooplankton 























Dredging and Spoil Disposal 
The monitoring programs identified for this report form three 
categories, as follows: 
Continuous monitoring programs presently active in the 
Chesapeake Bay - 5 files. 
Continuous monitoring programs initiated after January 1967 
that have operated five (5) years or longer, but are 
presently not operational - 0 files. 
Continuous monitoring programs initiated prior to January 
1967 that have operated ten (10) years or longer and are 
presently not operational - 1 file. 






DATA COLLECTED: JANUARY 1952 TO JANUARY 1973 
MONITORING PROJECTS: 
GATX CORPORATION PROPOSED TERMINAL FACILITY ON THE DELAWARE RIVER 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, COASTAL, U.S., NEW JERSEY, DELAWARE RIVER, GLOUCESTER COUNTY, 
WEST DEPTFORD TOWNSHIP 
ABSTRACT: 
IN PUTTING TOGETHER AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE GATX CORPORATION'S TERMINAL FACILITY ON THE DELAWARE RIVER NEAR WEST DEPTFORD 
TOWNSHIP, NEW JERSEY, THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS COMPILED DATA BASELINE SURVEYS 
FROM 1952 TO THE PRESENT. AN OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY, HYDROLOGY, 
ECOSYSTEMS, WATER AND AIR QUALITY, AND CLIMATE WAS MADE IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE 








ROY DENMARK 215-297-2944 
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT 
2nd AND CHESNUT STREETS 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, USA 19106 
GRID LOCATOR: 
COMPLETE FILE DESCRIPTION LOCATED IN ANNEX II, PAGE 59. 
I 
DATA COLLECTED: JANUARY 1970 TO PRESENT 
MONITORING PROJECTS: 
BIOLOGICAL REPORTS FOR PERMIT APPLICATIONS TO ALTER MARSHLANDS, ESTUARINE BOTTOMS, 
TIDELANDS AND STATE-OWNED LAKES OF NORTH CAROLINA 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, COASTAL, U.S., NORTH CAROLINA 
ABSTRACT: 
BIOLOGICAL REPORTS WHICH DETERMINE EFFECTS OF BUILDING AND DREDGING PROJECTS 
ON COASTAL MARSHLANDS, ESTUARINE BOTTOMS, TIDELANDS AND STATE-OWNED LAKES. 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IS USED TO MONITOR ANY BUILDING OR DREDGING PERMIT VIOLATIONS. 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 






JAMES T. BROWN 919-726-7021 
nTUTCTf'll\T f'l"li' ('f'IMMH'lU'T AT Al\Tn C:P()R'T'C: FTC:lH?RTF~ U.L .. .LU.LV.L, V£. vv.a.,1,1,~,1,~""' .... "'...- ...... ,,.,., -· ...,." ... - ... __ ... _ .. .,. __ _ 
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL AND ECONOMIC RESOURCES 
P.O. BOX 769 
MOOREHEAD CITY, NORTH CAROLINA, USA 28557 
GRID LOCATOR: 
COMPLETE FILE DESCRIPTION LOCATED IN ANNEX II, PAGE 40. 
-------------------
I 
DATA COLLECTED: JANUARY 1972 TO PRESENT 
MONITORING PROJECTS: 
SPOILED WETLANDS RECOVERY STUDY 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, COASTAL, U.S., MARYLAND, QUEEN ANN COUNTY 
ABSTRACT: 
A STUDY OF VEGETATIVE REHABITATION OF THREE DISTURBED MARSHES IN QUEEN ANN COUNTY, 
MARYLAND IS BEING CONDUCTED. ALL SUBMERGENT AND EMERGENT PLANTS TO 3 FOOT WATER DEPTH 
AT THREE DISTURBED AREAS AND 52 STATIONS PER DISTURBED AREA ARE BEING STUDIED. SAMPLES 
ARE TAKEN EARLY AND LATE SUMMER. 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 




PUB LI CATIONS: 
CONTACT: 
JAMES R. GOLDBERRY, DIRECTOR 301-267-5195 
MARYLAND WILDLIFE ADMINISTRATION 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
TAWES STATE OFFICE BUILDING 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND, USA 21401 
GRID LOCATOR: 
COMPLETE FILE DESCRIPTION LOCATED IN ANNEX II, PAGE 61. 
I 
°' I 
DATA COLLECTED: JUNE 1972 TO PRESENT 
MONITORING PROJECTS: 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTATION-WETLANDS, LYNNHAVEN AREA OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AND ELIZABETH RIVER 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, COASTAL, U.S., LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY, VIRGINIA, LYNNHAVEN 
BAY, ELIZABETH RIVER 
ABSTRACT: 
SURVEY OF HYDROGRAPHIC AND BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY, LYNNHAVEN 
BAY AND ELIZABETH RIVER, VA. DATA COLLECTED IN CONJUNCTION WITH CONTRACT WORK FOR 








PAUL KIRK 804-489-6000 
INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY 
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, USA 23508 
GRID LOCATOR: 




DATA COLLECTED: JULY 1973 TO PRESENT 
MONITORING PROJECTS: 
EVALUATION OF CHANNELIZATION EFFECTS ON AQUATIC HABITAT 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, COASTAL, U.S., CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, EASTERN SHORE 
ABSTRACT: 
EXTENSIVE DATA BASE ON 19 CHANNELIZED STREAMS INCLUDING WATER CHEMISTRY, BENTHOS 
AND FISHES. COMPARISONS ACROSS STREAMS BASED UPON TIME SINCE CHANNELIZED. 
DETERMINATION OF RECOVERY TIME AND SEQUENCE OF BIOTA AND CHEMICAL FACTORS. 
DATA AVAILABILITY: 






W.R. CARTER 301-269-5361 
MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
TAWES STATE OFFICE BUILDING 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND, USA 21401 
GRID LOCATOR: 




DATA COLLECTED: JANUARY 197'i TO PRESENT 
MONITORING PROJECTS: 
SPOIL STUDIES ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND 
GENERAL GEOGRAPHIC AREA: 
NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, COASTAL, U.S., MARYLAND, QUEEN ANN, SOMERSET, WACOMICO 
AND DORCHESTER COUNTIES 
ABSTRACT: 
A STUDY OF VEGETATIVE REHABITATION OF 6 SPOIL SITES ON THE BAY SIDE OF THE 
EASTERN SHORE, MARYLAND IS BEING CONDUCTED. REHABITATION STUDY OF 6 
SPOIL SITES CONSISTS OF ONE CROSS TRANSECT AT EACH SITE. SAMPLES ARE TAKEN 
EVERY 50 FEET ALONG TRANSECT ARM. VEGETATIONAL APPEARANCE AND SPECIES LIST 








JAMES R. GOLDBERRY, DIRECTOR 301-267-5195 
MARYLAND WILDLIFE ADMINISTF-~TION 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
TAWES STATE OFFICE BUILDING 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND, USA 21401 
GRID LOCATOR: 
COMPLETE FILE DESCRIPTION LOCATED IN ANNEX II, PAGE 63. 
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